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CHECKLIST
All fields in the SCP format document have to be filled. The chart below will assi st you in verifying
that all questions have been answered and all fields have been filled.
Q. No

TICK

PART A: CITY P ROFILE
1.

✔

QUALITY OF LIFE

2.

✔

ADMINIS TRATIVE EFFICIENCY

3.

✔

SWOT

4.

✔

STRATEGIC FOCUS AND BLUEPRINT

5.

✔

CITY VIS ION A ND GOALS

6.

✔

CITIZE N ENGA GEMENT

7.

✔

SELF-ASSESSMENT: BASELINE

8.

✔

SELF-ASSESSMENT: ASPIRATIONS & IMPERATIVES

PART B: AREA BASED PROPOSAL
9.

✔

SUMMARY

10.

✔

APPROACH & METHODOLOGY

11.

✔

KEY COMPONE NTS

12.

✔

SMART URBA N FORM

13.

✔

CONVERGE NCE AGENDA

14.

✔

CONVERGE NCE IMPLEME NTATION

15.

✔

RISKS

16.

✔

ESSENTIAL FEATURES ACHIEVEMENT PLAN

17.

✔

SUCCESS FACTORS

18.

✔

MEASURABLE IMPACT

✔

Table 1

✔

Table 2

PART C: PAN-CITY PROP OSAL(S)
19.

✔

SUMMARY

20.

✔

COMPONE NTS

21.

✔

APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
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22.

✔

DEMAND ASSESSMENT

23.

✔

INCLUS ION

24.

✔

RISK MITIGATION

25.

✔

FRUGAL INNOVATION

26.

✔

CONVERGE NCE AGENDA

27.

✔

CONVERGE NCE IMPLEME NTATION

28.

✔

SUCCESS FACTORS

29.

✔

BENEFITS DELIVERE D

30.

✔

MEASURABLE IMPACT

✔

Table 3

✔

Table 4

✔

Table 5

PART D: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
31.

✔

IMPLEME NTATION PLAN

32.

✔

SCENA RIOS

33.

✔

SPV

✔

Table 6

34.

✔

CONVERGE NCE

✔

Table 7

35.

✔

PPP

✔

Table 8

36.

✔

STAKEHOLDER ROLES

✔

7 DOCUME NTS

PART E: FI NANCI AL PLAN
37.

✔

ITEMISED COS TS

38.

✔

RESOURCES PLAN

39.

✔

COS TS

40.

✔

REVENUE AND PAY-BACK

41.

✔

RECOVERY OF O&M

42.

✔

FINA NCIAL TIMELINE

43.

✔

FALL-BACK PLAN

ANNEXURE 1

Smart City features

ANNEXURE 2

A-3 sheets (self-assessment )

ANNEXURE 3

max 20 sheets (A-4 and A -3)

ANNEXURE 4

Documents for Question 33
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INSTRUCTIONS
1.

This document must be read along with the Smart City Mission Guidelines. An electronic version of
the SCPformat is also available on the website <smartcities.gov.in>
Follow: ‘Downloads’ > ‘Memos’.

2.

The respons es must be within the word limits given. The font size must be 12 Arial, with 1.5 spacing,
left aligned paragraphs with one inch margins. All additional information must be given in 20 nos. A-4
size pages in Annexure 3.

3.

For the A rea-Based Proposal, only one ‘Area’ should be selected. The A rea selected can be a
combination of one or more types of area-bas ed developments. This can be retrofitting or
redevelopment or greenfield alone or a combination of these, but the area delineated should be
contiguous and not at separate locations in the city.

4.

The Area-bas ed Development must contain all the Essential Features as per para 6.2 of the Mission
Guidelines. Please fill out the following checklist.
S.
No

Essential Feature

Confirm
if
included
()

Para. No.
in SCP

1.

Assured electricity supply with at least 10% of the Smart City’s
energy requirement coming from solar

✔

Q11, Annexure
3.11

2.

Adequate water supply including waste wat er recycling and storm
water reuse

✔

Q11, Annexure
3.11

3.

Sanitation including solid waste management

✔

Q11, Annexure
3.11

4.

Rain water harvesting

✔

Q11, Annexure
3.11

5.

Smart metering

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

6.

Robust IT connectivity and digitalization

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

7.

Pedestrian friendly pathways

✔

Q11, Annexure 3.8

8.

Encouragement to non-motorised transport (e.g. walking and
cycling)

✔

Q11, Annexure 3.8

9.

Intelligent traffic management

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

10.

Non-vehicle streets/zones

✔

Q11, Annexure 3.7

11.

Smart parking

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

12.

Energy efficient street lighting

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14
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13.

Innovative use of open spaces

✔

Q11, Annexure
3.10

14.

Visible improvement in the A rea

✔

Q11, Annexure 3.7

15.

Safety of citizens especially children, women and elderly

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

16.

At least 80% buildings (in redevelopment and green-field) should
be energy efficient and green buildings

17.

In green-field development, if housing is provided, at least 15%
should be in ‘affordable housing’ category.

18.

Additional ‘smart’ applications, if any

✔

Q20, Annexure
3.14

5. The pan-city Smart Solution should be IT enabled and improve governance or public services. Cities may
propose one or two such Smart Solution(s). If more than one solution is presented kindly use
supplementary template 'P an-City Proposal No 2'.
6. In order to make the proposal credible, all claims must be supported with government order, council
resolutions, legal changes, etc and such supporting documents must be attached as Annexure 4.
7. The Questions can be answered directly in this editable PDF file and can be saved on local computer,
before printing. Your submission in electronic form should contain:
1. The SCP in whole (92) pages
2. The Self Assessment Sheet (Annexure 2)
3. Additional 20 Sheets (Annexure 3)
4. Additional list of Documents (Annexure 4)
Electronic submission to be sent on DV D along wit h printed copies. 5 printed copies of the SCP
document (complet e in all respect) should be sent to MoUD along with the DVD containing the complete
electronic copy. The printed copies should be spiral bound as separate volumes.
It is advised to use latest version of Acrobat Reader (Acrobat XI or higher) to fill the form.
Acrobat Reader XI c an be downloaded from:
https://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/thankyou.jsp?ftpID= 5507&fileID=5519
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SCORING DIVISION
TOTAL 100 POINTS
CITY-LEVEL:
AREA-BASED DEVELOPMENT:
PAN-CITY SOLUTION:

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

30
55
15

CITY LEVEL CRITERIA: 30%

Criteria
Vision and goals
Strategic plan
Citizen engagement
Baseline, KPIs, self-assessment and potential for
improvement

AREA-BASED DEVELOPMENT (ABD): 55%
Criteria
‘Smartness’ of proposal
Citizen engagement
Results orientation
Process followed
Implementation framework, including feasibility
and cost-effectiveness

%
5
10
10
5

%
7
5
15
3
25

PAN-CITY SOLUTION: 15%
(If more than one solution is proposed, each proposed solution
will be graded separately and the average of the two aggregate scores
will be awarded to the city toward the 15% overall weightage)
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Criteria
‘Smartness’ of solution
Citizen engagement
Results orientation
Process followed
Implementation framework, including feasibility
and cost-effectiveness

%
3
1
5
1
5
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A. CITY PROFILE
1. QUALITY OF LIFE
In the last three years, what efforts have been made by the city to improve livability, sustainability and
economic development? Give specific examples along with improvement with KPIs that are in t he
public domain and/ or can be validated. Your answer should cover, but not be restricted to (Describe in
max. 50 words each, mentioning the source of the data):
a. Transportation condition in the city

PCMC strongly focuses on improving public transit and NMT. It has planned for 288km of
BRTS, 22.5km already operational. Further 37.5km to commence soon. BRTS is being
supported with ITMS: 90 BRTS stations are currently equipped with PIS. About 80% of
bus operations is currently supported through ITMS. There has been a 28% increase in
bus ridership since the BRTS, with 1,00,651 riders. To promote NMT, PCMC has also
developed 42km of cycle tracks.
PCMC is now looking to expand mobility offerings in terms of regulating on-street
parking, non-motorized transport and city-wide intelligent traffic management.
b. Water availability in the city and reduction in water wastage/ NRW

PCMC has a modernized water utility which has been documented under NIUA's PEARL
particularly for its use of SCADA. It has achieved about 97% metering and has
outsourced billing & collection for improved efficiency. PCMC is currently implementing
24x7 water supply in 40% of the city, with components for expanding to the remaining
60% already sanctioned under AMRUT.
PCMC is looking to develop itself as a GenNext water utility with progressive approach
towards NRW and demand management, water quality monitoring, performance
benchmarking and sustainability in terms of asset management & energy efficiency.
c. Solid waste management programs in the city

PCMC's initiative for monitoring SWM through ICT has featured in NIUA-PEARL's
Compedium of Good Practices in SWM. It's Vehicle Tracking System was also
recognized under the Swachh Sarvekshan, 2017. It is also ranked as the cleanest city in
Maharashtra and 9th cleanest city in India by MoUD. On the disposal front, PCMC is
currently in process of commissioning a Waste to Energy plant.
PCMC now looks forward to 100% electronic monitoring of its SWM process' and a
decentralized approach to waste disposal.
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d. Safety/ security conditions in the city

The number of cognizable cases reported in the region in 2015 is 19332 against 19119 in
2011. The number of accidents reported in 2015 is 1533 against 1531 in 2011. 319
CCTV cameras have been installed in the city for 24x7 surveillance.
PCMC is now looking to ensure safety of its assets as well as citizens by actively
supporting the police through video surveillance and reduce traffic accidents through
improvements in traffic management and junction design.

e. Energy availability and reduction of outages in the city

Six month sliding distribution loss is 9.9% (0ct 15- March 16) (MSEDCL website).
Reliability Indices: System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)- 2.87, System
Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) – 239.76, Customer Average Interruption
Duration Index (CAIDI) – 83.42. MSEDCL has developed a mobile app for customer
service. PCMC has coverted around 35%-40% of sodium vapour street lights to LED.
PCMC is adopting a progressive attitude towards sustainability and intends to make use
of solar energy, energy efficiency.

f. Housing situation in the city, specifically role of municipality in expediting building plan approvals,
enhancing property tax collection, etc

The city has taken up slum rehabilitation under BSUP and has been successfully
implemented it on 7 slums directly benefitting 13286 households. Online property tax
collection mechanism has been in place since 2010. Building plan approval is automated
through auto DCR system which takes at most 45 days. PCMC's property tax collection
has increased from Rs 39 crores in FY 2006 to Rs.289 crores in FY 2015-16.
PCMC is now looking at integrating spatial databases of different departments for
improved asset management particularly in terms of identifying new areas to be serviced
and unauthorized construction.
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2. ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY
In the last three years, what have been the changes in Administrative Efficiency due to the use of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) (Describe in max. 50 words each, mentioning the
source of the data):
a. Overall attendance of functionaries

PCMC has a performance-oriented approach towards its functionaries. PCMC initiated
Biometric attendance in 2010-11. It covers all 7274 employees for enhanced efficiency,
productivity of the employees. Approximately 97 % of the employees come on time. This
resulted in better service delivery. Biometric attendance is integrated with payroll
services. Every employee has a dedicated personal login. The web portal provides all the
employee related information.

b. Two-way communic ation between citizens and administration

PCMC recognizes the importance of citizen engagement. To this end, it has set up a
multi-platform citizen engagement initiative which makes use of online media like
facebook, twitter and the website. PCMC has also introduced a dedicated Helpline for
telephonic reporting and a mobile application. Since 2013, two major apps SARATHI and
MPCMC have been introduced as online grievance redressal platforms.
PCMC intends to roll out several online citizen services, which, in addition to providing
convenience to the citizen will also provide PCMC with data on citizen behaviour and real
time feedback on its performance.
c. Use of e-Gov to enable hassle free access to statutory documents

PCMC provides most of the statutory documents, e.g. Development Plan, Annual
Budgets, Property tax information, Tendering ( EOI, RFP’s), Recruitments, Election
Details, Right to Services and Citizen Charter, contact details of important officers and
HOD’s and other planning related documents. PCMC website has received 25, 92,398
visitors in 2016.
PCMC intends to initiate 'complete paperless operations' which allow citizens to obtain
municipal services from the comfort of their homes or their neighbourhood kiosks.
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d. Dashboards that integrat e analytics and vis ualization of data

PCMC has currently implemented 40 application modules which provide dashboards for
property tax, water supply, sewerage and solid waste management. Further, PCMC has
implemented SCADA systems for water supply and sewerage and a vehicle tracking
system for SWM.
PCMC now intends to develop a command and control center for advanced data
analytics with dashboards for key performance metrics (particularly MoUD prescribed
SLBs and WHO prescribed UrbanHEART), and live incident management particularly for
city traffic and security.
e. Availability of basic information relevant to citizens

PCMC website is a good source of basic updated information. Apart from this Citizen
facilitation centers also provide relevant information. PCMC has also developed a web
based application to monitor the waste pick up performance by PCMC officials. An
extended status view was also developed on the PCMC website for citizens to view the
status of the bins (bin served or not served) in their neighborhood.
PCMC intends to empower citizens by providing them information on service levels and
advanced grievance tracking.
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3. SWOT
Based on the detailed city profiling, what are the strengths and developmental areas of the city?
Conduct a detailed SWOT analysis of the city with all relevant metrics and data. (max 1000 words):

STRENGTHS
Good provision of civic infrastructure and amenities (Source: AMRUT SLIPS)
- 87.2% coverage of water supply connections with supply of 142 lpcd
- 83% coverage of sewerage network with 100% sewage treatment capacity
- 99.9% coverage of house-hold level solid waste coverage and 100% scientific disposal
- 22 km of BRTS network is operational with highest level of service (LOS1) for public
transit coverage
Culture of leveraging technology in governance
- PCMC has been recognized by NIUA under PEARL for best practices in water supply
management (SCADA) and solid waste management (vehicle tracking) through use of IT
interventions.
- YASHADA & HUDCO have recognized and documented PCMC's Building Permission
System
- PCMC has 40 application modules, a comprehensive GIS database, SCADA in water
supply as well as sewerage, bio-metric attendance linked to payrolls, Hospital MIS and
has rolled out online payment modules for all its services.
Strong economic base of automobile and IT industries
- Number of large reputed industries such as Hindustan Antibiotics, Tata Motors, Finolex,
Premier, etc across 18 sq.km. of the city's area.
- MSME auto-ancillary and general engineering clusters with over 500 units, employing
about 7500 persons with a turnover of INR 145 crores per annum. (Source: DIC, Pune)
- The city serves over 200 IT companies housed in the nearby Rajiv Gandhi (Hinjewadi)
and Talawade IT parks including Microsoft, IBM, ORACLE, Accenture, Cognizant,
Cummins, HCL, Infosys, Tech Mahindra,
Legacy of urban planning and development
- The Pimpri Chinchwad New Town Development Authority has acquired and developed
13 sq.km. km of land with more than 24 commercial centers & 34 housing complexes to
ensure regulated and organized growth of the city. (source: PCNTDA website)
- PCMC is one of the first cities to set up a dedicated Urban Transport Fund using the
principles of Land Value Capture to fund urban mobility improvement such as BRTS.
Active citizenry
- The Pimpri Chinchwad Citizen's Forum is an urban collective with over 3,000 supporters
members who actively participate and debate on matters of urban governance
Vibrant real estate market
-About six new townships are being constructed in around Pimpri Chinchwad each of
more than 100 acres such as Lodha Belmondo, Kolte Patil Life Republic, Xrbia, etc.
- 4 private SEZs being established in the region (Ascendas, Blue Ridge, Embassy,
Quadron)

continue on next page
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WEAKNESS'
Modal preference for private vehicle
-35% of all workers reported that they use private vehicles for work trips, as compared to
18% using public transport.
- There is a lack of pedestrian-friendly facilities
- In the absence of a defined parking masterplan and policy, the city suffers from
haphazard on-street parking
Lack of city attractions & regional recreational avenues
- PCMC has several open spaces and gardens however they have developed to serve
only a small catchment and are mostly of a neighborhood scale.
Lack of integration between existing systems
While PCMC has put in place multiple systems such as ERP, file tracking system,
SCADA, AutoDCR, etc. they are not integrated and this hinders the exchange of
information and analytical capabilities. Further, the ERP has been developed through a
modular approach in the form of 40 largely independent modules which hinders progress
into a paperless office.
OPPORTUNITIES'
- Growing real estate demand fuelled by IT and auto industries in the region
Technology operations of internal banks have shown keen interest in the region. GE and
other multinational companies are expanding operations in the neighbouring Chakan
industrial area in line with 'Make in India' (source: ICICI Property Services). Hinjewadi IT
park is undergoing rapid expansion with Phase 3 under development and land acquisition
for phase 4 under progress.
-Availability of land for city expansion
About 22 sq.km. of the city's area is currently un-developed, but ripe for expansion.
-Improving regional transport
The metro line connecting Pune, Pimpri Chinchwad and Hinjewadi IT park has been
approved.
THREATS'
-Conversion of industrial land to residential leading to depletion of economic base
About 18.12 sq.km, (10% of city's area) is under industrial use in the city.
-Unmet aspirations of the emerging creative population
The areas of Wakad, Pimpri Saudagar, etc. has dominated by young professionals
employed in the IT industry. If the case that the city is unable to cater to the rising
aspirations and lifestyle of the population, it faces a threat of voting by feet.
- Environmental pollution
With growing urban activities, water pollution in the river along with particulate pollution
and noise pollution are key concerns which may threaten the quality of life in the city.

continue on next page
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SWOT ANALYSIS
The Story Thus Far
Located in the metropolitan agglomeration of Pune, the city of Pimri-Chinchwad has
played a definitive role in the growth of the Region. From being a patchwork of 4 sleepy
villages, the City has continually expanded its urban limits & transformed itself keeping in
line with the demands of the Region. From a Municipal Council in 1970 governing an
area of 87 sq.km., to a Municipal Corporation governing an area of 181 sq.km., the City
Administration has grown from strength to strength.
PCMC Today
Pimpri Chinchwad has emerged as one of the exemplary cities' of the country as
exhibited by the awards and recognitions bestowed on it:
- JnNURM Best City of 2011 award by the Prime Minister, India
- E-Governance Gold Award 2011
- Swachh Sarvekshan – PCMC ranked 9th cleanest city in India & 1st in Maharashtra in
2015
- 'SARATHI', PCMC's mobile application offering, received first price under Rajiv Gandhi
Prashsakiya Gatimanata Abhiyaan by GoM in 2015
- Urban Transport Award, 2010
- Skoch Award for Citizens Service Delivery
New Journey Unfolding
With a view to leverage its strengths, improve on its weakness', look forward to the
opportunities and mitigating the threats it now faces, the need of the hour is for PCMC to
transform into a GenNext city by re-defining itself.
Pimpri Chinchwad has achieved a lot in the way of City Development. PCMC shows the
ability to sustain its efforts and grow the City in an efficient manner. However, it needs to
do a lot more in terms of improving the City’s livability and the quality of life its offers its
residents. Being a new city, developed over the last 4 decades, it needs to make
investments in bringing about vibrancy and vitality in the City. It lacks a distinctive cultural
identity and demands interventions in the improvement of the public realm. As compared
to its neighbors, the city lacks vibrancy in the form of commercial, recreational, social and
public spaces. In order to sustain regional competition and to champion a larger strategic
role in regional development, it needs to plug in several efforts towards social, cultural,
educational, environmental and community improvements. Pimpri Chinchwad, thus,
demonstrates a huge potential to transform itself into a choice investment and lifestyle
destination in the Region.
(Refer Annexure 3.2: City Profile)
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4. STRATEGIC FOCUS AND BLUEPRINT
Based on the SWOT analysis, what should be the strat egic focus of t he city and the strategic blueprint
for its development over next 5-10 years to make it more livable and sustainable? (max 500 words):

STRATEGIC FOCUS
The Strategic Focus of PCMC should be to establish a USP for itself which will allow it to
compete with other settlements in the region for creative population. The transformation
that the city requires needs a comprehensive approach - a combination of top-down as
well as bottom-up.
On the macro level the city needs to focus on improving its governance, while on the
micro level the city needs to vitalize its neighbourhoods. The two umbrella initiatives, city
governance and neighbourhoods, need to be supported by four key pillars of
urbanization: economy, mobility, urban environmental infrastructure and social amenities.
Together these form six focus areas which are listed below along with key transformation
drivers. These drivers have been identified based on the SWOT and best practices from
across the globe.
1. City Governance - Evidence-based approach for effective governance and rational
policy decisions
2. Neighbourhoods - Ped-friendly streets, comfortable micro-climate, localized/
decentralized environmental systems and diverse opportunities for socio-cultural
interactions.
3. Mobility - Pro-active approach towards managing road traffic, availability of information
available to citizens for making modal decisions, availability of facilities and environment
for use of NMT
4. Urban Environmental Systems - performance-oriented approach to urban
environmental management, continuous tracking of environmental quality, inclusive
approach to sanitation
5. Social Infrastructure - Providing inclusive and quality educational and health facilities
6. Local Economy - Improving labour market, reducing barriers to entrepreneurship and
improving ease of doing business
BLUEPRINT
The blueprint has been designed for a 10 year horizon to achieve complete
transformation. To achieve meaningful results it is important to identify initiatives which
are replicable and scalable so that they can be tested first, tailored to the city and then
applied to the full extent. Consequently, the blueprint for PCMC consists of three stages:
Milestone 1 for 2020: Designing & Developing the Pilot, , Milestone 2 for 2022: Testing,
Learning, Standardizing and Scaling, Milestone 3 for 2027: PCMC Redefined.
continue on next page
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Furthermore, the initiatives identified need to dovetailed to national missions and other
PCMC initiatives to compound the impacts:
1. City Governance - Converge with Digital India and reforms prescribed under AMRUT
2. Neighbourhoods - Converge with garden and urban transport modules of AMRUT
3. Mobility - Converge with Urban Transport module of AMRUT, BRTS projects of
PMPML and regional Metrorail development.
4. Urban Environmental Systems - Converge with Swachh Bharat and Water Supply,
Sewerage, Storm Water Drainage modules of AMRUT.
5. Social Infrastructure - Converge with National Urban Health Mission
6. Local Economy - Converge with Skill Development Initiative and Start-up India
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5. CITY VISION AND GOALS
What should be the vision of the city based on the strategic blueprint? How does the Vision Statement
relate specifically to the city’s profile and the unique challenges and opport unities present in your city?
Define overall as pirations and goals for the city along with how you see key metrics of livability and
sustainability improving over the next 5-10 years? (max 1000 words):

Vision - Re-defining Pimpri Chinchwad
From a small agglomeration of villages, the City of Pimpri Chinchwad has evolved into a
model modern city which, now plays a definitive role in the Region. Thanks to the trail
blazing efforts & achievements of the Municipal Corporation in provision of good
infrastructure & amenities, Pimpri Chinchwad has arrived as a well-provisioned,
progressive City, on the brink of transformation. Using the “Smart City” platform, the City
now envisages to “Re-define” itself into an attractive, vibrant and liveable destination.
Moving beyond providing basic facilities, the City aspires to invest in urban “software” society, environment, community - to improve the quality of life of its citizens.
This vision has been expressed in the form of the following goals:
Goal 1: Re-connecting Neighbourhoods
1.1 Connected Streets
To achieve an organized and attractive streetscape which is universally accessible and
NMT friendly
1.2 Connected Parks
To develop open spaces which serve as a green cover and also attract fitness, leisure,
educational, cultural and entertainment activities
1.3 Connected Systems
To promote a localized approach to resolving water and waste related issues.
1.4 Connected People
To re-vitalize social amenities which cater to demand of the citizens while maintaining
inclusive access
Goal 2: Re-energizing City-Governance
2.1 Citizen PCMC interactions
To promote active two-way communications between citizens and PCMC to ensure that
grievances are redressed in a timely manner and citizen engagement is continuous.
2.2 Municipal Communications
To develop resilient and secure communication networks which will allow PCMC to
maximize its IT initiatives
2.3 Municipal Administrative Operations
To improve efficiency of internal process' to ensure zero file pendency.

continue on next page
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2.4 Internal Data Sharing
To promote seamless sharing of up-to-date information between PCMC departments
2.5 Informed Decision-making
To make available metrics which encourage evidence-based decision-making culture
Goal 3: Re-linking Mobility Networks
3.1 City Traffic
To adopt a pro-active measure towards supporting the traffic police in managing city
traffic
3.2 Parking
To introduce the concept of paid parking and reduce cruise time by providing information
to citizens
3.3 Non-Motorized Transport and Pedestrians
To promote use of cycling in the city
Goal 4: Re-thinking Environmental Systems
4.1 Performance oriented management
To make available models and metric which allow for a data-driven approach towards
effectiveness and efficiency in water supply and sewage operations
4.2 Energy efficiency in operations
To improve energy efficiency of utility and street-lighting through prudent operations and
use of energy-efficient fixtures
4.3 Sanitary public spaces
To maintain ODF status by ensuring availability of public toilets within walking distance at
all important public places.
Goal 5: Re-investing in Social Development
5.1 Municipal School Teaching
To provide world-class yet affordable education
5.2 Municipal School Attendance
To improve attendance in municipal school pupils through improved health of the children
5.3 Citizen Health Improvement
To ensure proper documentation of medical histories of citizens
5.4 Arts and Culture
To promote usage of city's auditoriums through active programming
Goal 6: Re-vitalizing Local Economic Development
6.1 Ease of Doing Business
To improve ease of setting up business in PCMC through single window assistance in
continue on next page
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obtaining permissions
6.2 Start-ups
To create an enabling eco-system for start-ups through public access to data and
availability of office space at affordable rates
6.3 Labour Market
To ensure supply of skilled labour through industry-tailored curriculum at ITIs.
(Refer Annexure 3.1: Vision)
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6. CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
How has city leveraged citizen engagement as a tool to define its vision and goals? Specifically
describe (max 150 words each):
a. Extent of citizens involved in shaping vision and goals

A staggering 252071 responses were received from citizens in the largest citizen
engagement effort in the city till date. The responses received contributed towards 1)
Shaping a vision statement 2) defining goals 3) selection of an area 4) prioritization of
interventions.
With the help of on-ground surveys and feedback booths strategically located all around
the city, it was ensured that citizens from all of the city’s 6 administration zones
participated in shaping the Smart City Proposal (refer Annexure 3.3). Further, 74% of
total responses received were from men and 26% from women.
To ensure participation from citizens from all walks of life, Focus Group Discussions were
carried out with 17 different stakeholder groups. The stakeholders consulted included
slum dwellers, senior citizens, NGO’s, RWA’s, etc.
Feedback forms were distributed in colleges and schools which ensured that even the
youth were able to convey their needs and aspirations for their city. Further, a logo
design competition was also conducted on MyGov and the winning logo design is being
used as the official logo to represent Smart City Pimpri Chinchwad
(Refer Annexure 3.3: Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage)

b. Engagement strategy to get best results from citizens

A Citizen Consultation Cell a.k.a. ‘War Room’ was set-up by PCMC to effectively engage
with citizens and receive their feedback. The following 4-tier engagement strategy was
employed by this cell to ensure a wide and inclusive engagement –
1) Awareness
The first stage of this strategy was to ensure maximum citizens were made aware of the
Smart Cities Mission and their critical role in shaping the proposal
2) Envisioning
The second stage was the most imperative, it involved reaching out to citizens to
understand their needs and aspirations for their city. This helped formulate a vision
statement and goals for the city
3) Participatory planning
The third stage involved a consensus building exercise to prioritize interventions and a
locality for development. The proposed ABD projects and pan-city solutions were an
outcome of this exercise
4) Communication & Collaboration
In the fourth stage, the draft proposal was made available to the citizens. PCMC further,
collaborated with primary stakeholders in its effort to take a step towards implementation
(Refer Annexure 3.3: Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage)
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c. Different means of citizen engagement adopted

The Citizen Consultation Cell strategically adopted different means to engage with
citizens, which were customized to meet the needs of the stage of engagement –
1) Awareness
i) Print Media ii) Mass SMS’s iii) Social media iv) Radio jingles v) Hoardings and banners
2) Envisioning
i) Focus Group Discussions with 17 different stakeholder groups ii) Discussions on
MyGov iii) Interactions on social media iv) Logo design competition v) Feedback booths
at strategic locations around the city vi) Online polls on PCMC’s Smart City Website vii)
On-ground surveys
3) Participatory planning
i) Focus Group Discussions ii) Interactions on social media iii) On-ground surveys iv)
Online polls on PCMC’s Smart City Website v) Feedback booths at strategic locations
around the city
4) Communication & Collaboration
i) Meetings with vendors & Government agencies ii) Social media posts iii) Focus Group
discussions iv) Communication through PCMC’s Smart City Website
(Refer Annexure 3.3: Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage)
d. Extent of coverage of citizen engagement in different media and channels

There was wide coverage of PCMC’s Smart City initiatives in different 1) Electronic media
2) Print media and 3) Outdoor media. This helped create awareness about the Mission
and encouraged participation from citizens
1) Electronic Media
i) Radio: Jingles on popular FM radio channels ii) Mass SMS: Over 1.6 lakh SMS’s were
sent out over the course of the Mission iii) Social media: Daily updates about the Smart
Cities Mission were posted on Facebook – 16,20,658 citizens were reached
2) Print Media
i) More than 50 newspaper articles / ads covering PCMC’s Smart City initiatives were
published in leading local and national newspapers
3) Outdoor Media
i) Hoardings: Strategically located hoardings and billboards in the city were used to
create awareness about the Mission ii) Banners & Standees: were placed in public areas,
including municipal offices, schools, colleges, etc.
(Refer Annexure 3.3: Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage)
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e. Incorporation of citizen inputs in overall vision

The vision statement for Pimpri Chinchwad - 'Re-defining Pimpri Chinchwad' has been
formulated after assessing the needs of the citizens through an extensive envisioning
exercise carried out across 7 different engagement mediums (refer to Q. 6.c). These
means provided an opportunity to receive both open ended and close ended feedback
which further enabled PCMC to identify vision and goals for the city as mentioned below
-- Open ended feedback - It was unanimously agreed upon in all the FGD’s and online
interactions that the city of Pimpri-Chinchwad is overshadowed by its more popular
neighbour, Pune. Hence, the citizens aspired to redefine the identity and image of the city
and make it a residential and lifestyle destination
-- Close ended feedback - A list of Smart City features were presented to citizens in order
to prioritize focus areas and goals for the city (refer to Q no. 5) which further, contributed
to the vision statement. Mentioned below are the top Smart City features aspired for by
the citizens as an outcome of this exercise 1) healthy living environment 2) affordable
living conditions 3) excellent transportation & mobility 4) citizen participation 5) public
utilities 6) strong identity & culture 7) vibrant economy 8) smart governance 9) open
spaces & recreational facilities. Hence, from the above it is evident that the citizens inputs
have had a major impact in shaping the vision and goals for the city.
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7. SELF-ASSESSMENT: BASELINE
Define the baseline for your city based on self-assessment criteria given in Annexure 2 (column ‘H’).
Marks will be awarded based on how well you know y our city (Fill column ‘I’ in the self assessment
sheet in Annexure 2 with as many KPIs and "hard metrics" as possible; max 50 words per cell)
Note: Attach Annexure 2

8. SELF-ASSESSMENT: ASPIRATIONS & IMPERATIVES
Emerging from the vision statement, assess the qualitative or quantifiable outcomes that need to be
achieved for each of t he Smart City Features described in Annexure 2 (c olumn ‘J’). In column ‘K’
describe the biggest single initiative/solution that would get each feature of the city to achieve
‘advanced’ characteristics (eg. increasing share of renewable energy generation in the city by X
percent). Note that a single initiative/solution may impact a number of features (eg. improved
management of public spaces may ease congestion on roads as well as improve public health).
(Fill in Annexure 2; max 50 words per cell)
Note: Attach Annexure 2
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B. AREA-BASED PROPOSAL
The area-based proposal is the key element of the proposal. An area-based proposal will identify an area of
the city that has been selected t hrough desk research, analysis, meetings with public representatives,
prominent citizens, and citizen engagement, as the appropriate site for either of three types of development:
retrofitting (approx. 500 acres), redevelopment (approx. 50 acres) or Greenfield development (approx. 250
acres).

This area will be developed into a ‘smart’ area, which incorporates all the Essential

Features/Elements prescribed in the Mission Guidelines and any additional features that are deemed to be
necessary and appropriate.
Mapping of information and data is a key part of your Smart City Proposal. Create a suitable Base Map of
your city with all the relevant systems and networks as they exist today, showing its physical, administrative
and other characteristics, such as natural features, heritage areas, areas prone to flooding, slums, etc. The
base map should show the regional context in which your city is located and should contain the spatial and
physical layout/morphology of your city, the street network, the open and green spaces, the geographical
features and landmarks and the infrastructure, including for transportation, water supply, sewerage,
electricity distribution and generation, and so on.
Using the base map, represent, with the most effective method available, as much information and data
about the ‘Area’ selected for area-based development. Only one ‘Area’ should be selected and attached
in the form of a map containing the spatial and physi cal layout/morphology of the Area, the street
network, the open and green spaces, the geographical features and landmarks and the
infrastructure, including for transportation, water supply, sewerage, electricity distribution and
generation, and so on. The Essential Elements and additional features that are propos ed to be part of the
area-based development should be included. Describe, using mainly graphic means (maps, diagrams,
pictures, etc.) the propos ed area-based development, including the project boundaries, connectivity,
significant relationships, etc.
(max. 2 nos. of A -3 size sheets)
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9. SUMMARY
Summarize your idea for an area-based development. (max. 100 words )

Agenda: The Area Based Proposal for Pimpri-Chinchwad is a demonstration of the
“Liveability Improvement” goal. The vision adopted for the ABD is “Reconnecting
Neighborhoods”.
Nature of area Chosen: The south-western belt, namely, Pimple-Gurav and
Pimple-Saudagar (PGPS) and are the new & upcoming areas of the city, which have
come up from tracts of farmland converting to residential use to service the real estate
demand. There is good connectivity & public transporation, but there is a need to improve
recreation, culture, leisure, etc.
Area size & population : 1,370 acres housing about 1 lakh people.
Bouquet of interventions: Improving mobility, convenience, walkability, cycling, active and
passive recreational venues, urban design, environmental sustainability
Replication strategy: The lessons from the implementation of this project are intended to
be institutionalized & replicated in other areas of the city through manuals and standards

10. APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
What is the approach and methodology followed in selecting/identifying the area-based development?
Describe the reasons for your choice based on the following (max. 1000 words):
a. The city profile
b. Citizen opinion and engagement
c. Opinion of the elected representatives
d. Discussion with urban planners and sector experts
e. Discussion with suppliers/ partners

Approach:
Globally, the latest buzz word in city development is "LIVEABILITY" - a measure of the
quality of life the city offers. Pimpri Chinchwad has done well in terms of provision of
basic necessities - roads, public transport, water supply, environmental services, health
and educational amenities. It is also nationally recognized as a model for good
governance. Due to competitive real estate prices, it is attracting several families which
work in the Region. However, the City appears to have a harsh urban environment,
seems to lack vibrancy, & mostly feels like a dormitory town.
The various livability indices contain indicators such as public places, walkable streets,
urban greening, mix use, higher reliance on public as well as non-motorized transit, easy
reach to neighborhood amenities such as parks, playgrounds, schools, health centers,
convenience stores etc., as a measure of the quality of life.

continue on next page
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The approach adopted for the ABD project in Pimpri Chinchwad is to "Enliven the
Cityscape". The presumption being that, while PCMC can sustain its track record to
undertake city development activities, a strategic opportunity like the Smart Cities mission
should be used to bring the city to new aspirations, launching it into the next league of
city development.
The focus of the ABD project it to demonstrate the principles of livability applicable to the
context of Pimpri Chinchwad City, and become a blueprint to expand these principles in
the rest of the City.
Methodology:
Step 1: Profiling the City (Results of the SWOT)
- based on various reports on the existing situation and planned projects, as well as
through consultations with various departments in PCMC a sector-wise detailed SWOT
was prepared. The key issues surfacing were poor mobility and lack of vibrancy in the
city. (Refer Annexure 3.2: City Profile)
Step 2: Consultation with the Citizens
- Concurrently citizens' consultation and engagement exercises were employed through
various media including electronic, digital and print media. Over 1.6 lakh SMS’ were sent
out over the course of the mission. And 16,20,658 citizens were reached out through
facebook. More than 50 newspaper articles and advertisements were published covering
PCMC’s smart city initiatives. Strategically located hoardings and billboards in the city
were used to create awareness about the Mission. Banners & Standees: were placed in
public areas, including municipal offices, schools, colleges, etc.
- A 4-tier engagement strategy was employed by the Citizen Consultation Cell of PCMC
(War Room) focussing on awareness, envisioning, participatory planning and
communication & collaboration.
- In formulated the area based proposal inputs from the citizens on the shaping of the
vision statement and goals and selection of the area were considered. The top smart city
features that the citizens aspired for were healthy living environment (15%), affordable
living conditions (13%), excellent transportation & mobility (13%), citizen participation
(12%), public utilities (12%), strong identity & culture (10%), vibrant economy (9%), smart
governance (9%), open spaces & recreational facilities (8%).
- In the selection of the area, about 20% of citizens voted for the Wakad-Pimple
Saudagar followed by 14% for Nigdi-Pradhikaran area and 13% for Sangvi area.
(Refer Annexure 3.4: Results of Citizen Engagement)
Step 3: Consultation with 353 Experts
- 17 focus group discussion were held with 1) Doctors 2) Cultural and sport associations
3) Engineers 4) Residents 5) Private developers 6) Merchants and Industrialists 7)
NGO’s & RWA’s 8) Urban planners 9) Educational institutes 10) Lawyers 11) Journalists
12) Environment conservation associations 13) Slum dwellers 14) Senior citizens 15)
Transportation associations 16) Municipal officials 17) Elected representatives. They
voted key areas for improvement as mobility (23%), citizen participation (19%), waste
management (17%), education & health (15%), waste water management (14%) and
safety (12%).
Step 4: Consultation with Elected Representatives
- The elected representatives were briefed on the mission and the results from the citizen
continue on next page
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engagement. Further, localized issues in the chosen area were understood from them
and their buy-in for the proposal was obtained. A letter of support has been obtained from
the Mayor for the smart city proposal.
Step 5: Formulation of city vision, goals and strategies
- Post the consultations and an identification of the key strengths, aspirations, &
challenges in the city vision was formulated, namely, "Re-defining Pimpri-Chinchwad".
The prime-most goal of this vision was formed to be "Re-connected Neighborhoods"
which forms the over-arching vision for the ABD project. This goal is broken down into 4
key strategies, namely - connected streets, connected parks, connected natural and
environmental systems, and connected people.
(Refer Annexure 3.5: Area Based Development - Reconnecting Neighbourhoods)
Step 6: Identification of the Area:
Through citizens consensus the area for the ABD was delineated. The feasibility of
implementing the vision for the ABD area was tested out on the selected area, namely,
Pimple Gurav & Pimple Saudagar (PGPS) . The area is a new modern suburb of the city
with thriving real estate and rapidly filling up neighborhoods. The project focus thus
identified was to enliven the new developing neighborhoods in this area.
(Refer Annexure 3.6: City Base Map and Focus Area Profile)
Step 7:Replication Strategy proposed:
The City of Pimpri-Chinchwad demonstrates several urban development patterns,
resultant of the various planning efforts, land holding & land acquisition models, urban
development schemes, policies and regulations. Broadly speaking the city can be divided
into 5 prevalent development patterns:
1) The older commercial and mix use areas around the Pimpri & Chinchwad Stations in
the center
2) The planned residential sectors developed by PCNTDA in the north & west
3) The newer organically converting farm lands into high-density residential schemes in
the south
4) The expanding greenfield developments to the east, &
5) The industrial layouts by MIDC in the center
The key lessons learnt from the implementation of this pilot ABD area would then be
replicated in each of the above areas in a phased manner. The lessons from the
implementation of this project is intended to be institutionalized in the form of manuals &
standards for street & junction design, park development, playground development,
TOD/transit integration, city greening, community waste management, community water
management, etc. These standards can be then applied to retrofitting older area (Pimpri
& Chinchwad Stations, PCNTDA areas, etc.) or future areas of the city to the east
(Bhosari, Moshi, etc.)
(Refer Annexure 3.6: City Base Map and Focus Area Profile)
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11. KEY COMPONENTS
List the key components of your area-based development proposal (eg. buildings, landscaping, on-site
infrastructure, water recycling, dual piping for water supply, etc.)? (max. 250 words )

Connected Streets
- Street-scaping (62 km)
- Junction Improvement (7 major junctions, 10 minor junctions)
- Accessibility Improvements (at 9 BRTS stations)
- Bus Stop Improvement (9 BRTS stations and 50 city bus stops)
- Multi-modal integration (between existing BRTS & suburban railway and proposed
metro)
- TOD at Bus Station
- Parking management
- Shifting electric cables underground (11km of HT and 15km of LT)
Connected Parks
- Major Parks Redevelopment (2 new parks of 8.9 acres and 4 existing parks)
- Playground Improvement (3 children's playgrounds of about 9 acres)
- Urban forestry
- Beautification of space under flyover
Connected Systems
- Storm water drainage development
- Sewerage network improvement
- Recycling of waste water
- Solar power generation (1MW solar roofing at Kasarwadi STP)
- Community level composting
- Community level rainwater harevsting
Connected People
- Refurbishment of educational facilities (3 municipal schools)
- Sports facility development (at Katepuram Chowk and Gurav Bridge)
- Hawking zone development
- Retrofitting municipal hospital
- Installation of public e-toilets (30 no's)
- Development of vegetable market
(Refer Annexure 3.7: Proposed Area Based Development)
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12. SMART URBAN FORM
Describe the ‘smart’ characteristics of the proposed development that relate to urban form (eg.
uncluttered public places, mixed-use, open spaces, walkability) and how these will be incorporated.
(max. 250 words)

This vision can be achieved through the following 4 goals:
1) Connected Streets
- Road design by road hierarchy - for walking, cycling, missing links, singange, road
marking and street furniture
- on-street parking management
(Refer Annexure 3.8 and 3.9: Area Based Development - Reconnecting Streets)
2) Connected Parks
- fortifying streets leading to parks
- Redesigning parks, gardens, playground
- Tree planting and landscaping of streets, traffic islands, & open & public spaces.
(Refer Annexure 3.10: Area Based Development - Reconnecting Greens)
3) Connected Systems
- community level rain water harvesting, run-off management & ground water recharge
- community level waste water recycling and reuse
- community level composting and waste segregation / recycling
- Use of renewable energy
(Refer Annexure 3.11: Area Based Development - Reconnecting Systems)
4) Connected People
- Improved / new social, cultural and sports amenities
- Citizens participation in project implementation
(Refer Annexure 3.12: Area Based Development - Reconnecting People)
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13. CONVERGENCE AGENDA
In Table 1, list the Missions/Programmes/Schemes of the Government of India (eg. AMRUT, HRIDAY,
SBM, IPDS, Shelter for All, Digital India, Make in India, Skill India) and relevant external projects and
describehow your proposal will achieve convergence with these,in terms of human and financial
resources, common activities and goals. (max. 50 words per cell)
S.No

1

2

3

Missi on/Programme/
Scheme/Project

TABLE 1

How to achieve convergence

AMRUT
- Urban Transport
- Gardens
- Sewerage
- Storm Water Drainage

The water supply network improvement project
sanctioned under AMRUT for PCMC covers
the ABD area.
Further, the ABD proposal aims at promoting
NMT through provision of cycle tracks and
universally accessible footpaths developed on
urban design principles. Its also focus' on the
development of open spaces and rejuvenating
the existing ones. It also targets other AMRUT
focii such as sewerage improvement and
development of storm water drainage.

Swachh Bharat
- Toilets
- Solid Waste Management

PCMC has proposed development of
individual and community toilets and a
waste-to-energy plant under Swachh Bharat.
Further, the smart city proposal includes
development of 30 public e-toilets and
decentralized treatment of organic waste.

Solar City Mission

The ABD proposal includes development of a
1MW solar roof-top at the sewage treatment
plant. This would contribute towards meeting
10% of energy requirement through solar as
prescribed under the Solar City Mission.
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S.No

4

5

6

7

Missi on/Programme/
Scheme/Project

TABLE 1

How to achieve convergence

IPDS
- Shifting overhead cables underground

The ABD proposal includes shifting of all
over-head electrical cables (11km of HT lines
and 15km of LT lines) underground as
prescribed under IPDS

National Urban Livelihood Mission

The ABD proposal aims at developing and
regulating hawkers zones which would
safeguard the interests of the informal sector
and provide them social security.

Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Urban
Livelihoods Mission

The ABD mission includes the refurbishment of
the Saudagar Primary Health Center which in
line with the goals of the National Urban Health
Mission i.e. improving essential primary health
care services and strengthening delivery of
health care service.

Swachh Vidyalaya

The three municipal schools in the ABD area
shall be refurbishment to meet the objective of
the Swachh Vidyalaya to ensure functioning
and well maintained water, sanitation and
hygiene facilities.

Rashtriya Avishkar Abhiyan

The school facility shall also be upgraded with
e-learning facilities towards the objectives of
the Rashtriya Avishkar Abhiyan which aims at
nurturing a spirit of inquiry and creativity, love
for science and mathematics and effective use
of technology amongst children.
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14. CONVERGENCE IMPLEMENTATION
Describe how the convergence will be implemented? For example, convergence with IP DS will be
credible if ‘smart’ city elements (e.g. smart metering, underground cabling, shifting of transformers) are
included in the DP R being prepared for IPDS. If, a DP R has already been prepared, then the ‘smart’
elements should be included in the form of a supplementary DPR. Furthermore, according to the IPDS
Guidelines the DPR has to be approved by the State Government and sent to the Ministry of P ower,
Government of India. All these have to be complet ed before submitting the proposal. (max. 350 words )

Rs. 240.46 Cr. has been approved to cover 60% of the city's area (Including ABD) Under
AMRUT. This includes the area covered under the ABD proposal. Further, through the
pan-city initiatives for metering, leak detection and quality monitoring, the ABD shall be
taken on priority basis to achieve the NRW benchmark of 20% along with 24x7 water
supply.
PCMC has proposed to construct 8836 Individual Household Latrine (IHHL) across the
city. Till date PCMC has received total Rs.7.90 Cr grant from GoI and GoM. However, the
Swachh Bharat grants do not cover public toilets. This is being undertaken under the
smart city mission. It is proposed to install 30 public e-toilets in the ABD area. This will
help PCMC, and particularly the ABD area, sustain its status as an ODF city.
The Swachh Vidyalaya mission aims at ensuring that every school in India has a set of
functioning and well maintained water, sanitation and hygiene facilities with separate toilet
facilities for boys and girls. In refurbishing the 3 municipal schools within the ABD area,
norms prescribed under the mission shall be considered such as provision of one unit (one
toilet plus 3 urinals) for every 40 students, soap, adequate and private space for changing,
adequate water for cloth washing and disposal facilities for menstrual waste including an
incinerator and dust bins.
The solar city mission defines a solar city as one which has reduced 10% of its
conventional energy demand through solar energy initiatives. While PCMC is not amongst
the cities nominated under the mission, the proposal aims at fulfilling the mission
objectives and treating the ABD area as a pilot. The ABD proposal includes development
of a 1MW solar roof-top at the sewage treatment plant. This would contribute towards
meeting 10% of energy requirement through solar as prescribed under the Solar City
Mission.
The Integrated Power Development Scheme aims at strengthening sub-transmission &
distribution network which includes laying of under-ground cables in densely populated
areas. The ABD proposal includes shifting of all over-head electrical cables (11km of HT
lines and 15km of LT lines) underground to contribute towards the goal of IPDS.
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Urban Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NULM), with an
aim to reduce poverty and vulnerability of the urban poor households, encourages
addressal of livelihood concerns of the urban street vendors by facilitating access to
suitable spaces,institutional credit,social security and skills to the urban street vendors for
accessing emerging market opportunities. Under the Smart City Mission it is proposed that
dedicated hawkers zones be developed which will provide dedicated secure space for the
informal sector along with necessary and sanitary facilities.
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15. RISKS
What are the three greatest risks that could prevent the success of the area-based proposal? In Table
2, describe each risk, its likelihood, the likely impact and the mitigation you propose. (max. 50 words
per cell)
TABLE 2
Ri sk

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation

Co-ordinating with Traffic
Police, PMPML and PMRDA

Medium

HIgh

As part of the series of
focus-group
discussions, a session
was held with various
parastatal agencies
with a stake in the city,

The traffic violation
detection and
e-challaning facility
depends on he
participation of Traffic
Police.

The projects have
evolved through these
The bus station
discussions and have
improvement and One hence been designed to
Transit App depends on ensure support.
participation of PMPML.
Further, the state GR
Further, the
prescribes
development of
representation from
inter-modal connectivity Police, PMPML in the
depends on the support SPV along with the
of PMRDA
Divisional
(implementing agency
Commissioner who is
for metro) and PMPML also represented in
(agency for BRTS) and PMRDA.
Central Railways
Behavioural risk in turn of
adoption of pedestrian
facilities and segregation of
waste for community-level
composting.

Low

Medium

The SPV shall
undertake a
The success of the
comprehensive
mobility improvements approach towards
would be measured in
mobility. In addition to
terms of modal shift in
provision of
favour of NMT or public infrastructure,
transport. There is a
appropriate private
risk that the citizens
vehicle disincentives
may continue to prefer through parking pricing
private modes of
shall be implementing.
transport.
In addition, citizen
surveys shall be
The success of the
undertake to
community-level
understand issues and
composting depends
improve facilities if
on segregation at
required.
source and the
willingness of citizens
IEC campaigns shall be
to do the same.
conducted in the area
for promoting
sustainable mobility as
well as segregation at
source.
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TABLE 2
Ri sk

Likelihood

Demand risk for facilities
Medium
developed as part of TOD at
the Bus Station, paid
on-street parking and
recycled water

Impact

Mitigation

Medium

The design of the
facilities shall be
The absence of
preceeded for a
demand of these
detailed feasibility study
facilities will mean an
for demand
inefficient use of the
assessment. Further,
capital and also
the project shall also be
absence of revenue
supported through
streams for maintaining marketing campaigns.
these facilities.
Through monitoring and
evaluation exercises
key issues resulting in
lack of uptake shall be
identified and resolved.
In the worst case
scenario, PCMC shall
undertake the O&M
responsibility until
suitable improvements
are made to the
facilities and marketing
is done to increase their
demand.
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TABLE 2
Ri sk

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation
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16. ESSENTIAL FEATURES ACHIEVEMENT PLAN
Describe a plan for achieving the Essential Feat ures in your area-based proposal. Importantly,
accessible infrastructure for the differently-abled should be included. List the inputs (eg. resources)
that will be required for the activities that you will conduct, leading to the outputs. Please note that all
Essential Elements, item-wise, have to be included in the area-based propos al. (max. 2000 words)

1. POWER SUPPLY (Assured electricity, Energy efficient street-lighting)
The ABD proposal includes installation of a 1MW solar roof-top at the sewage treatment
plant. In addition, it also includes improving the electrical distribution network by shifting
over-head lines underground.
2. WATER SUPPLY (Adequate water supply, Rain water harvesting, Smart metering)
24x7 water supply water is being implemented in the ABD area under AMRUT. Further,
as part of the pan-city solution metering and leak detection is being proposed to reduced
NRW. The ABD proposals also contains community-level rainwater harvesting to recycle
storm water run-off and recycling of water from the sewage treatment plan.
3. SANITATION AND SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
A decentralized approach to disposal of waste has been proposed in the ABD area. This
involves segregation of wet waste at source, followed collection and composting of the
waste in the public parks and gardens.
4. ROBUST IT CONNECTIVITY AND DIGITALIZATION
The pan-city solutions involved laying of OFC and digitalization through smart travel
apps, smart cards, kiosks, etc. This would cover the ABD area as well.
5. TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT (Intelligent traffic management, Smart parking)
Auto-synchronous traffic signals with violation detection cameras have been proposed as
part of the pan-city which shall be applied to key junctions in the ABD. On-street parking
facility and its management through smart parking sensors and application shall be taken
up on priority for the ABD area.
6. PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES (Pedestrian friendly pathways, Encouraging NMT,
Non-vehicle streets)
The ABD proposal has a strong focus on improving walkability in the neighborhood
through universally accessible and shaded walkways, improved pedestrian access to
BRTS stations, etc.
7. VISIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
Some of the key visible improvements proposed in the ABD area includes application of
urban design to roads to make them more comfortable and pedestrian friendly, shifting of
overhead wires underground, TOD at the bus station, refurbishment of the parks and
development of 2 linear gardens.
8. SAFETY OF CITIZENS
The pan-city solutions includes installation of a public surveillance through CCTV feed,
disaster response through command & control center which will also cover the ABD area
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17. SUCCESS FACTORS
Describe the three most significant factors for ensuring the success of the area-based development
proposal. What will your city do if these factors turn out to be different from what you have assumed?
(max. 500 words)

1. Financial Capacity of Municipal Corporation:
The Pimpri Chinchwad Municipal Corporation is financially sound and has a strong track
record in city development and project implementation. PCMC has the agility and ability
to buffer in and account for contingencies and uncertainties arising in the future
implementation stages.
2. Public Support:
The location selected for the pilot phase of the ABD has been selected through extensive
citizens consultations and opinion polls. This smart city proposal has already built in a
project roll-out plan by identifying the next few probable sites for extension of the ABD
learning.
3. Choice of Location:
The area chosen for the ABD is the fastest and newest developing area of the City which
would be easy to implement and have immediate visible impact on the quality of life of its
residents. There are several similar areas in the city where the future phases of the ABD
can be rolled out.
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18. MEASURABLE IMPACT
What will be the measurable impact of the area-based development propos al, on the area and the
wider city, through scale-up and replication? Please describe with respect to the five types below, as
relevant to your city and propos als (max. 150 words each):
a. Governance Impact (eg. improvement in service provision and recovery of charges due to establishment
of SPV)

IMPROVED CITY IMAGE
- 100% redesign of all major roads & junctions and key minor roads & junctions, leading
to attractive streetscapes, green, shaded and comfortable urban environment
- 100% redesign of PG & Gardens, leading to well enjoyed recreational spaces & vibrant
public spaces
- Improvements of schools, sports facilities & civic amenities, leading to a sense of
identity and civic pride for the neighborhoods and residents
IMPROVED HEALTH FOR CITIZENS
- More opportunities for walking, cycling, exercising, socializing
- Cooler, cleaner, quieter & safer environment through extensive greening
- Improvements in environmental services and sanitation
IMPROVED MOBILITY
- More encouragement for use of public transit - BRTS & rail
- Organized parking & hawking
- Good walking facilities for all age groups, genders and mobility requirements

b. Spatial Impact (eg. built form changed to incorporate more density or more public space)

IMPROVED BUILT ENVIRONMENT
- 100% roads to have markings, signage, street furniture, etc. leading to an improvement
in the order and legibility of the built environment.
- 100% major road, all rotaries and transport infrastructure to have abundant greening,
leading to visual relief
IMPROVED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
- use of ITMS and regularization of parking and road usage to help create an orderly
cityscape
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c. Economic Impact (eg. new commercial space created for organized economic activity)

REVIVAL OF COMMERCIAL STREETS
- 3 commercial streets improved by way of urban design, mobility & access
improvements, hawking zone regularization & management, parking management
LOWERED O&M COSTS
- adoption of common ducting and dedicated reserves for various utilities along roads,
thus reducing the maintenance time and expenditure in future

d. Social Impact (eg. accessible features included in the Proposal)

UPGRADED SOCIAL AMENITIES
- 1 sports facility upgraded
- 3 schools upgraded
- 1 hospital upgraded
- 30 public toilets
- 1 vegetable market upgraded
UPGRADED RECREATIONAL AMENITIES
- 6 large parks and playgrounds developed / upgraded
- 4 local / neighborhood parks and playgrounds developed / upgraded
MOBILITY FOR ALL
- Barrier-free design for all roads allowing all age group & the mobility impaired to enjoy
universal access
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e. Sustainability, including environmental impact (eg. int ensive 24X7 us e of public spaces results in reduced
traffic and reduced pollution)

EXTENSIVE URBAN GREENING
- Urban forestry in 10 parks
- Tree & planting strips along all roads above 12.0 m in width
- Greening & Landscaping in all BRTS stations, below flyovers, & all rotaries
SUSTAINABLE WASTE MANAGEMENT
- community composting in 10 parks & playgrounds
SUSTAINABLE WATER MANAGEMENT
- recycling and reuse of water from Kasarwadi STP
- Nallah development at Kasarwadi
- Community Rain Water Harvesting in 10 parks & playgrounds
ENERGY CONSERVATION
- 1 MW solar roofing at Kasarwadi STP
POLLUTION CONTROL
- Traffic management, parking management, encouragement in the use BRTS & walking
in entire area to reduce vehicular emissions
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C. PAN-CITY PROPOSAL (S)
A pan-city smart solution should benefit t he entire city through application of ICT and resulting improvement
in local governance and delivery of public services. The S CP should contain one or two such Smart
Solutions. Generally, ‘smartness’ refers to doing more with less, building upon existing infrastructural assets
and resources and proposing resource efficient initiatives.

19. SUMMARY
Summarize your idea(s ) for the pan-city proposal(s). (max. 100 words)

The PCMC Smart City Proposal is drawn from an analysis of the city's SWOT and the
consultations with the citizens, expert groups and elected representatives. While Goal 1
is proposed to be fulfilled through the ABD, the other 5 goals listed below are proposed to
be met through the pan-city solution:
Goal 2: Re-energizing City-Governance
Goal 3: Re-linking Mobility Networks
Goal 4: Re-thinking Environmental Systems
Goal 5: Re-investing in Social Development
Goal 6: Re-vitalizing Local Economic Development
The interventions have further been packaged considering the governing and the
governed: 1) the municipal corporation, 2) the citizens. The services to the municipal
corporation culminates in the form of a command and control center, while the services to
the citizens culminates in a mobile app and a smart card.
(Refer Annexure 3.13: Pan City Solutions - Objectives)
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20. COMPONENTS
List the key components of your pan-city proposal(s). (max. 250 words)

SMART PCMC INITIATIVES - Solutions for the Governing
1) Live Data Capture
- Water Supply
- Sewerage
- Solid Waste Management
- Traffic Management
- Street-lighting
- Establishment Licensing
- Environmental Monitoring
- City Surveillance
- Solar Roofing
2) Communication
- Optical Fiber Cabling
3) Response
- Command & Control Center
- Traffic e-Challan generation
- GIS-enabled Enterprise Resource Planning
- Municipal Service Level Benchmarking
- UrbanHEART Benchmarking
- Video Analytics
-Auditorium Control and Broadcasting Facility
PCMC CITIZEN DIGITAL SERVICES - Solutions for the Governed
1) Outdoor Package
- Recreation & Event Bookings
- Smart Kiosks
- Unified Municipal Smart Card
- Public E-toilets
- Public WiFi Hotspots
- Unique Smart Addressing
2) Transit Package
- Bus Information System
- Smart Parking
- Bicycle Sharing
- One Transit App
3) Business & Employment Package
- Skill Development Centers
- Start-Up Incubation Centers
4) Social Package
- Municipal E-Classrooms
- School Health Monitoring
- Online Patient Services
(Refer Annexure 3.14: Pan City Solutions - Packages)
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21. APPROACH & METHODOLOGY
What is the approach and methodology followed in selecting/identifying the pan-city proposal(s)?
Describe the reasons for your choice based on the following (max. 1000 words):
a. The city profile and self assessment;
b. Citizen opinion and engagement
c. Opinion of the elected representatives
d. Discussion with urban planners and sector experts
e. Discussion with suppliers/ partners

The pan-city solutions for the city are an opportunity to do more with less by leveraging
existing facilities and infrastructure. The pan-city component for PCMC aims at gathering
key services and improvement needs and translating them to technology offerings.
Step 1: Profiling the City (Results of the SWOT)
Strengths and Opportunities (Refer Annexure 3.2: City Profile)
Good provision of civic infrastructure and amenities: The city has undertake large capital
works in past to ensure adequate infrastructure in water supply, sewerage and solid
waste sectors.
Culture of leveraging technology in governance: PCMC has a history of adopting and
successfully implementing technology to improve governance and service delivery.
Strong economic base of automobile and IT industries: PCMC has a strong economic
base specially in IT services and the automobile sector.
Legacy of Urban Planning and Development: PCMC and PCNTDA have a history of
stellar urban planning and development in developing the new town of Pimpri
Chinchwad.
Active citizenry: There is presence of active citizen groups which enthusiastically take
interest in the governance of their city
Improving regional transport: Mass transit corridors in the form of BRTS and Metro are
being implemented in the city.
Weakness and Threats (Refer Annexure 3.2: City Profile)
Modal preference for private vehicle: There a large share of private vehicle users in the
city.
Lack of city attractions & regional recreational avenues: There is lack of cultural activities
in the city which can lend vibrancy
Unmet aspirations of the emerging creative population: The emerging class of young IT
professionals living in the city with disposable incomes in turn leads to expectations for
better services.
Step 2: Consultation with the Citizens
The consultation programme for Smart PCMC was one of the largest citizen
engagements in the city with a staggering response. The response contributed towards
the visioning excercise and prioritization of the interventions. With the help of on-ground
surveys and feedback booths strategically located all around the city, it was ensured that
citizens from all of the city’s 6 administration zones participated in shaping the Smart City
Proposal.
(Refer Annexure 3.3: Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage)
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As part of the visioning exercise, the citizens chose from the smart features given in the
MoUD guidelines to describe what they associated with a Smart PCMC. Diving into this,
the citizen were then asked to choose from a shortlist of pan-city solutions. Their
priorities for the pan-city solutions were improved traffic management (28%), smart
governance (20%), pollution monitoring (19%), smart parking (17%) and public wifi
(16%).
(Refer Annexure 3.4: Results of Citizen Engagement)
Step 3: Consultation with Experts and Representatives of various groups
A series of Focus Group Discussions were conducted with various associations and
groups in the city such as the doctors' associations, engineers' associations, citizen fora,
chamber of commerce, builders' association, legal fraternity, vendors as well as other
government agencies such as the Pimpri Chinchwad New Town Development Authority,
traffic police, PMPMPL, BSNL, etc.
Step 4: Identification of Initiatives
The pan-city initiatives have been identified based on the city's profile and engagement
with various stakeholders. This in turn is linked to the visioning exercise conducted for
the city. While Goal 1 from the visioning exercise is proposed to be met through the ABD
proposal, goals 2 to 6 have been dovetailed to form the pan-city proposals
Goal 2: Re-energizing City-Governance
a. Citizen-PCMC interactions
b. Municipal communications
c. Municipal administrative services
d. Internal data sharing
e. Informed decision making
Goal 3: Re-linking Mobility Networks
a. Managing city traffic
b. Regulating parking
c. Encouraging NMT
Goal 4: Re-thinking Environmental Systems
a. Performance oriented management
b. Energy efficiency in operations
c. Sanitary public spaces
Goal 5: Re-investing in Social Development
a. Municipal school teaching
b. Municipal school attendance
c. Citizen health improvement
Goal 6: Re-vitalizing Local Economic Developmental
a. Encouraging Start-ups
b. Ease of doing business
c. Improved labor market
(Refer Annexure 3.13: Pan City Solutions - Objectives)
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Step 5: Scale-up of operations
While the smart city proposal would lay the foundation for a smart PCMC, a longer term
vision has been set up to deliver the full benefits of the projects. The availability of
real-time data and the command and control center would enable the roll-out
programmes such as:
1. PCMC Performance Improvement Programme: This would aim at achieving the
highest service level benchmarks in water supply, sewerage, solid waste and storm water
drainage. This would aim at measuring performance through data generated from its own
operations, identifying key performance issues, formulating informed strategies for
improvement and evaluating outcomes of initiatives.
2. PCMC Urban Planning and Design Center of Excellence: This would aim at utilizing
information generated across department on spatial and other attributes for a continuous
evaluation of the city's urban plans and focussed implementation of the same.
3. PCMC Digital Citizen Programme: This would aim at expanding the digital service
offerings to the citizens to enable personalized services in terms of culture, etc and
provision of targeted incentives for influencing citizen behavior in matters such as waste
reduction, segregation at home, use of public transport, etc.

22. DEMAND ASSESSMENT
What are the specific issues relat ed to governance and public services that you have identified during
city profiling and citizen engagement that you would like to address through your pan city proposal(s )?
How do you think these solution(s) would solve the specific issues and goals you have identified?
(max.1000 words)

The pan-city solutions have been developed consider demands of PCMC as a ULB as
well as its citiznes.
1) Demand considering PCMC as a consumer
In order to achieve the goal of Smart Governance, PCMC needs to adopt an integrated
approach towards urban management. While, PCMC also has a variety of systems such
as water supply SCADA, sewerage SCADA, solid waste vehicle tracking system,
AutoDCR, ERP, etc. they are not inter-linked. To this end, there is a need to
establishment a Command and Control Center in PCMC.
Further, ERP in PCMC is itself fragmented in the form of 40 modules. There is now a
need to to develop a holistic ERP module allow for the setting up of a paperless office.
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PCMC currently maintains a static GIS database which has to be updated manually.
Developing of a GIS-enabled ERP platform would allow for setting up a command spatial
data-base (in line with the AMRUT reform for GIS-based masterplan) and also allow
PCMC to undertake advanced spatial analysis, urban planning and asset management.
This would require an initial base-line data updation through an extensive physical survey
of the city and municipal assets.
In order to manage services PCMC has already developed SCADA for water supply and
sewerage, vehicle tracking system for solid waste and AutoDCR for building permissions.
For comprehensive centralized management, there is a need to develop such systems
for other services - SCADA for streetlighting, video analytics for surveillance, traffic signal
and incident management and e-challan generation for traffic violations.
In order to ensure that the command and control center is supplied with actionable intel
and for performance tracking, there is a need to develop dashboards for two key areas:
municipal services (water supply, sewerage, solid waste management and storm water
drainage) and citizen. The dashboard would be backed by an MIS which will calculate
indicators based on MoUD prescribed Service Level Benchmarks and the WHO
prescribed UrbanHEART.
Further, with a view towards improving operational efficiency and energy optimization,
dynamic hyrdaulic and energy models would need to be developed for the water supply
and sewerage systems.
The generation of reliable and real-time information in turn demands instrumentation.
While PCMC has already put in place instrumentation for its existing systems, certain
focus areas where gaps were identified or where scope for advancement were found are:
water supply, traffic management, surveillance, streetlighting and environmental
monitoring.
For optimal use of the instrumentation and command and control center, PCMC requires
a robust communications backbone and related infrastructure. This would include
city-wide optical fibre cable, telecommunications systems (PRI, EPBAX, etc.), a
centralized database, data center and an off-site disaster recovery center.
2) Demand considering Citizen as a consumer
One of the key issues faced in PCMC relates to mobility, which is manifested in the form
of uncertainty of journey time. One of the services which can be provided thus is an
integrated travel planner which provides information on availability of parking, bicycle on
share, bus timing, bus routes and train timing along with the related charges and fares
and also allows for online booking of tickets. This would be done through a One Transit
App.
This in turn requires installation of smart on-street and off-street parking systems, cycle
sharing e-facilities, integration with PMPL's bus information system and Central
Railway's train MIS and data feed for the intelligent traffic system. Further, to improve
navigation and locational services, PCMC also proposes to undertake Simplified Address
Program under which intuitive unique address codes will be provided to each property in
the city and each of them shall be geo-tagged.
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Furthermore, in order to promote vibrancy in the city it is important to incentivize people
to enjoy the outdoor. PCMC attempts this through a PCMC Outdoor App module which
provides information on events at various gardens and auditoriums and facilities such as
public toilets. Furthermore, the app would also allow for online booking of space for event
To faciliate these services, PCMC intends to provide a centralized control and
broad-casting system for the auditoriums and provision of public e-toilets.
In order to ensure inclusion and convenience, PCMC intends to provide free public wifi
and set up municipal kiosks. These kiosks can used by people without mobile phones or
home desktops to access facilities available otherwise on PCMC apps and the website.
A Unified PCMC Smart card will also be developed to allow for personalized use of the
kiosk. This card will find applicability in paying for transit, municipal payments at the
kiosks and also municipal hospitals. Furthermore, PCMC also intends to introduce smart
establishment license cards for use by shops and establishments in the city.
In order to expand the benefits of social amenities, PCMC intends to upgrade its schools
with e-learning facilities and surveillance. Furthermore, to address attendance issues it
also proposes to undertake a student health monitoring programme. While for the
citizens are large, it proposes to expand its patient health e-record programme to all
municipal hospitals in the city. The patients would able to access their records on an
online portal as well as the municipal kiosks since it would be also be linked to their
Unified PCMC Smart card,
Further, PCMC proposes to improve the quality of labor as well as availability of jobs in
the city through development of technology related skills at its ITIs and setting up of
incubation centers at office spaces at its disposal. Co-sharing work spaces would be
developed as part of the incubation center and related information would be available
through an online portal and app.
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23. INCLUSION
How inclusive is/are your pan-city proposal(s)? What makes it so? (max. 150 words)

PCMC intends to benefit all of its citizens, particularly the vulnerable sections through its
proposal. Smart security surveillance shall ensure safety of the vulnerable sections. For
the unskilled workers, the technology-related skill training shall increase employment
avenues. A combination of medical and education facilities for municipal school children
through e-learning and student health monitoring initiative shall ensure quality free
education and improved attendance. The online patient record system at municipal
hospital ensures that critical medical history of patients is maintained. The establishment
smart license will especially benefit hawkers and small shop owners in terms of
regulatory certainty. Bicycle sharing e-facility allows for a cheap mode of transport.
Further, PCMC allows aims for inclusive access to all such digital initiatives through free
public WiFi and unified smart cards & kiosks for those who do not own smartphones and
desktops.

24. RISK MITIGATION
What are the three greatest risks that could prevent the success of the pan-city proposal(s)? In table 3, describe
each risk, its likelihood, the likely impact and the mitigation you propose. (max. 50 words per cell)

TABLE 3
Ri sk

Likelihood

Impact

Mitigation

Financing risk

Low

Moderate

Possibility of significant cost
overruns threatening the capacity
of the SPV to execute the project

Likelihood of cost
overruns low as most of
the projects do not involve
civil works / construction
activity that are prone to
time and cost overruns.

Cost overruns may at the
very maximum lead to
delays in implementation
and does not pose a
threat to ultimate project
completion.

Cost estimates for all
the project components
have been calculated
conservatively and after
deliberations with
various vendors and
experts
However, in the face of
such risk materializing,
PCMC has adequate
revenue surplus to
support any over-runs in
cost to ensure
implementation of the
project.
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TABLE 3
Ri sk

Likelihood

Impact

Implementation Risk

Moderate

High

• Risk of compatibility with legacy
systems
• Substantial change in work flow
process may impede operations

Mitigation

A comprehensive
concept plan shall be
PCMC has been proactive A mismatch between
formulated with clear
in engaging with
proposed systems and
and appropriate
technology to improve
ICT with existing
assignment of roles and
governance processes .
governance practices may responsibilities prior to
impede project execution. adoption of the
An inflexible solution may GISbased ERP module,
in the long run also turn
SLB, UrbanHealth and
out to be
Command and Control
counter-productive limiting Center initiatives.
the ability of the
Corporation to adapt to
The concept plan will
changing public demands also detail out all the
and governance practices changes in work flow
processes required for
the system to adapt to
ICT interventions.
All the components
proposed shall be first
endorsed by the PCMC
departments and only
then taken forward for
implementation.

Citizen buy-in/ Demand
Lack of buy-in demand from
citizens for value added services
(like paid parking, public e-toilets,
bicycle sharing, incubation center,
etc.)

Moderate

Moderate

PCMC shall on its own
ensure that the vendor
and operator, through
appropriate contracting,
shall undertake a strong
publicity and marketing
campaign in order to
attract users to use the
value-added services.
The systems to be
implemented shall be
designed with a strong
focus on utility and
convenience
In the case of subdued
initial demand, PCMC
can step in to fund the
service operations for
the gestation period for
demand to pick up.
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TABLE 3
Ri sk

Likelihood

Impact

Technology adoption by PCMC
staff

High

Moderate

Sudden change in work
flow processes tend to
meet with resistance in
most institutional set-ups

Mitigation

PCMC to provide
through contractual
Resistance from ULB
obligation of vendor
employees to switch over training and initial
to using the paperless and hand-holding assistance
GIS-enabled ERP
to all the concerned
modules may initially lead PCMC staff on how to
to delays in realisation of
use the ERP system.
the benefits of the system
The modules are being
rolled out in two phases.
The staff of the
concerned department
for which the modules
will go live in the first
phase shall garner
sufficient hands-on
experience by the time
the second phase of
modules is rolled out.
These staff can
supplement the training
centre to hasten the
adaption process.
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25. FRUGAL INNOVATION
Which is the model or ‘best practice’ from another city that you are adopting or adapting in your
proposal(s)? How are you innovating and ensuring best use of resources? Is there an aspect of ‘frugal
innovation’ in your proposal(s)? (max. 500 words)

1) Aid decision-making and management of municipal services (Cape Town, Singapore
and Mumbai)
PCMC currently makes use of digital platforms for online tax payment, building
permission approval, addressing citizen grievances, accounting, etc. However, many of
its back-end process' and municipal performance reporting process' continue to rely on
hard-copies which affects reliability and efficiency.
Cape Town has adopted an ERP solution to consolidate a variety of solutions including
water, sanitation, refuse collection, etc onto one dashboard to enable real-time
monitoring and response. Closer to home, MCGM is integrating SLB indicators as
prescribed by MOUD's handbook on a real-time basis for different administrative and
service jurisdictions.
Singapore maintains an extensive spatial database with multiple players that store a
variety of information including development regulations. This allows for efficiency in
prcoessing permissions and also brings more transparency into the system. PCMC
currently maintains an extensive static GIS database which can be integrated with the
proposed ERP system to ensure it is updated real-time.
Borrowing from these experience PCMC is now in the process of adopting an ERP
solution to digitize and integrate its back-end process'. This would further be expanded to
include an online performance monitoring system for the service rendered. The initiative
leverages existing instrumentation such as SCADA for sewerage and weigh-bridge at
solid waste transfer station along with new instrumentation installation such as smart
meters and SCADA system for water supply.
2) Revolutionalizing the manner in which PCMC and its citizens interact with each other
(Tel Aviv, Israel)
PCMC aims to leverage Tel Aviv's experience with the resident card and club service
under the resident-oriented development programme. Through tie-up with a banking
partner this card will be crafted as a multi- purpose tool which can be used for paying for
municipal services, transit fares and health and may also find use for commercial
transactions in the future.
The frugal innovation in this case is to make use of the existing steps being taken
towards making use of smart cards i.e. the smart card introduced for bus travel by PCMC
and the health smart card currently being used at PCMC's YCHM municipal hospital.
Furthermore, with a view to better regularization of street hawkers and other commercial
establishments, PCMC also proposes to develop a smart establishment license which at
a later stage could be merged with the Unfied PCMC Smart Card.
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26. CONVERGENCE AGENDA
In Table 4, list the Missions/Programmes/Schemes of the Government of India (eg. SBM, AMRUT,
HRIDAY, Shelter for All, Digital India, Make in India, Skill India) and relevant external projects and
describe how your proposal(s) will achieve convergence with these, in terms of human and financial
resources, common activities and goals. (max. 50 words per cell)
TABLE 4
S.No

Missi ons/Programmes/Schemes/Projects

How to achieve convergence

1

AMRUT

Under JnNURM, Continuous 24x7 Water
supply project (Rs. 143.17 Cr) for 40% area of
the city has been started. Further Rs. 240.46
Cr. has been approved to cover the remaining
area (Including ABD) Under AMRUT
However, the project sanctioned under AMRUT
does not cover replacement of water meters in
the area which have exhausted their
operational life. This component is being taken
under smart city proposal which includes
magnetically driven mechanical meters for
80,000 consumer connections and ultrasonic
GPRS enabled meters for 6,000 bulk and
commercial connections. In addition,
installation of 180 leak-correlators along mains
and 176 remote quality measurement sensors.
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TABLE 4
S.No

Missi ons/Programmes/Schemes/Projects

How to achieve convergence

2

Swachh Bharat

PCMC has proposed to construct 8836
Individual Household Latrine (IHHL) across the
city. Till date PCMC has received total
Rs.7.90 Cr grant from GoI and GoM. However,
the Swachh Bharat grants do not cover public
toilets. This is being undertaken under the
smart city mission.
It is proposed to install 100 public e-toilets
across the city in addition to 30 public e-toilets
in the ABD area.

3

Skill Development
National Mission for Education through
Information Technology

There are two ITIs in PCMC. Given the
technologically advanced economic activities
(automobiles and IT services), there is need for
labor with relevant skills.
It is proposed to equip the ITIs with computer
labs and related facilities to encourage the
development of the required skill-labour.

4

Start-up India

PCMC has under-utilized office space at its
LBT/Octroi office building and the Auto-Cluster
building. This space can be leased out on
concessional rates as a co-working space for
entrepreneurs.
Furthermore, these incubation centers can be
leveraged through an investor desk for
one-stop services from PCMC and sharing of
data for developing solutions for public benefit.
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TABLE 4
S.No

Missi ons/Programmes/Schemes/Projects

How to achieve convergence

5

Digital India

PCMC intends to roll-out over 200 km of OFC
which will allow it dedicated bandwidth and
security for communication between various
PCMC offices and instrumentation across the
city.

6

National Urban Health Mission

As a pro-active measure towards urban health
monitoring, PCMC intends to report city health
indicators prescribed by WHO's UrbanHEART
indicators as well as track the health of
municipal school students on a regular basis.

WHO's UrbanHEART programme

7
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27. CONVERGENCE IMPLEMENTATION
Describe how the convergence will be implement ed? (max. 350 words)

Under AMRUT, Rs. 240.46 Cr. has been approved to improve water supply and
implement 24x7 supply in 60% of the city's area (Including ABD). @4x7 water supply
project for the remaining 40% of the city's area was approved under JnNURM and is
currently under implementation. However, the project sanctioned under AMRUT does not
cover replacement of water meters in the area which have exhausted their operational
life. This component is being taken under smart city proposal which includes magnetically
driven mechanical meters for 80,000 consumer connections and ultrasonic GPRS
enabled meters for 6,000 bulk and commercial connections. In addition, installation of
180 leak-correlators along mains and 176 remote quality measurement sensors. These
will ensure implementation of the NRW target of 20% under AMRUT.
PCMC has proposed to construct 8836 Individual Household Latrine (IHHL) across the
city. Till date PCMC has received total Rs.7.90 Cr grant from GoI and GoM. However, the
Swachh Bharat grants do not cover public toilets. This is being undertaken under the
Smart Cities Mission. It is proposed to install 100 public e-toilets across the city in
addition to 30 public e-toilets in the ABD area. This will help PCMC sustain its status as
an ODF city.
The Start-Up India defines start-ups as entities incorporated/registered in India which 1)
are less than 5 years old, 2) with annual turnover not exceeding INR 25 crores in the
preceding financial year, 3) working on subjects driven by technology or IP. PCMC has
under-utilized office space at its LBT/Octroi office building and the Auto-Cluster building.
This space can be leased out on concessional rates as a co-working space for
entrepreneurs. Furthermore, these incubation centers can be leverged through an
investor desk for one-stop services from PCMC and sharing of data for developing
solutions for public benefit.

28. SUCCESS FACTORS
Describe the three most significant factors for ensuring the success of the pan-city proposal(s). What
will your city do if these factors turn out to be different from what you have assumed? (max. 250
words)

1. Citizen Support
The smart solutions were derived through an extensive consultation with the citizens. This
indicates the popular support that the proposal enjoys. Further, PCMC has a
technology-savvy population engaged in IT activities at the neighbouring Hinjewadi and
Talawade IT who would be eager and find it easy to use technology-enabled services.
However, in the case there may be risk of low service uptake from the citizens particuarly
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the lower economic sections and senior citizens. As a mitigation measure PCMC shall
undertake awareness campaigns and sessions at the ITIs. Further, taking support of the
Pimpri Chinchwad Senior Citizens Association, PCMC shall help expand digital literacy.
2. Financial Capacity of PCMC
Pimpri Chinchwad has a history of being a revenue-surplus entity given the income from
LBT and property tax from its large industrial base. This ensures continous financial
support for the operating and maintaining these interventions. There is a risk that PCMC's
revenues may not sustain. In order to mitigate such revenue accrued through parking,
bicycle sharing, event management, incubation center, etc. shall be utilized for such
purposes.
3. Technological capability of PCMC
PCMC has a history of adopting technology to leverage its infrastructure in water supply,
administration, property tax, building permissons, etc. It hence expected that PCMC shall
be able to manage the pan-city solutions proposed effectively.
However, there stands a risk that existing human resource may prove to be inadequate.
In order to mitigate such risks, O&M contracts shall be bundled in the projects which shall
include hand-holding support to ensure capacity building and continuity of service in the
initial period. Further, a dedicated Chief Information & Operations Officer shall be
appointed to the SPV.

29. BENEFITS DELIVERED
How will you measure the success of your pan-city proposal(s) and when will the public be able to
‘see’ or ‘feel’ benefits: immediately, within Year 1, or in t he medium or long term, 3-5 years? (max. 150
words)

Immediate Benefits (Within 12 months)
Citizen's will receive information on bus travel, bicycles and parking on the One Transit
App module. Aspirational entrepreneurs will find space in the Incubation Centers. An
eager workforce will receive training in relevant skills at the modernized ITIs. Affordable
education will also mean quality education at the municipal schools.
Medium Term Benefits (Within 2 years)
The bulk consumers of water will be able to monitor their consumption of water real-time.
PCMC will have accurate data on traffic, water quality, energy consumption and
surveillance footage from across the city,
Long Term Benefits (Within 3 years)
PCMC shall be able to monitor its service performance, traffic incidents, health of
citizens, security-related incidents and manage any disaster from a single control room
for evidence-based decision-making and quick response
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30. MEASURABLE IMPACT
What will be the measurable impact of your pan-city proposal(s)? Please describe with respect to the
following types given below, as relevant to your city and proposals (max. 150 words)
a. Governance Impact (eg. government response time to citizen complaints halved, creating faster service
delivery overall)

- Faster response time through command and control center, paperless operations and
optical fibre communications network
- Quick disaster response through GIS-enabled ERP, public surveillance and traffic
control
- Improved cost efficiency through longer asset life and energy efficiency through
dynamic water supply and sewerage modelling
- Effective regulation of unauthorized activities through RFID-linked establishment
licenses
- Cost savings through centralized streetlighting control and dimmer-enabled LEDs
- Targeted health and sanitation initiatives through UrbanHEART

b. Impact on public services (eg. real-time monitoring of mosquito density in the atmosphere reduces
morbidity)

- Improved travel speeds through inter-modal integration and availability of real-time
information
- Increase in cultural events through development of supporting eco-system
- Improved sanitary conditions through availability of public e-toilets
- Improved navigational and local services through simplified and geo-tagged property
address'
- Boost to local economy through incubation center and availability of skilled labor force
- Improved literacy rates amongst lower classes through quality municipal education and
student health monitoring
- Improved service levels through performance monitoring of water supply, sewerage,
solid waste management and storm water drainage
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D. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
31. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
In Table 5, describe the activities/components, targets, resources and timelines required to complete the
implementation of your area-based development and pan-city solution/s. This should include the items
mentioned as Essential Features in Q. No. 16 plus other ‘smart’ solutions, including accessible infrastructure
for differently-abled. (max. 50 words per cell)

S
.
N
o

1

2

Activity/component

Table 5

Indicator

Baseline
(as on)

Target

Resources
required

Likely date
of
completion

INR 361.6 crores

2020

INR 92.8 crores

2019

AREA-BASED DEV ELOP MENT
Connected Streets

Connected Greens

Streets developed
on urban design
principles

-

62 km of roads
and 16 junctions

Modernized BRTS and bus stops with
improved
pedestrian access

9 BRTS and 50
city bus stops

Overhead electric
cables

26km

0km

On-street parking

Un-regulated

Regulated

Pimpri bus station

-

Modernized
through TOD

Playgrounds
developed

-

4

Area under flyover

-

Beautified

Major park
development

-

6 parks
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S
.
N
o

3

4

Table 5

Activity/component

Indicator

Baseline
(as on)

Target

Resources
required

Likely date
of
completion

Connected Systems

Open drains

3km

0km

INR 58 crores

2019

Sewerage network 4km
requiring
improvement

0km

STP at Kasarwadi

-

Water recycled

Solar energy

-

1 MW (10% of
area
consumption)

Decentralized
systems

-

Community-level
rain-water
harvesting and
composting

Amenity
development

-

Municipal hospital INR 53 crores
modernized

2019

Connected People

Sport facility
developed
3 municipal
schools
modernized
Vegetable market
modernized

5

No. of public
e-toilets

0

30

On-street hawking

Un-regulated

Regulated

(Refer Annexure 3.15:
Implementation Plan)
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S
.
N
o

Activity/component

Indicator

Table 5

Baseline
(as on)

Target

Resources
required

Likely date
of
completion

6

7

8
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S
.
N
o

1

Activity/component

Table 5

Indicator

Baseline
(as on)

Resources
required

Likely date
of
completion

PAN-CITY SOLUTION
Intelligence (Live data collection)

Pollution
monitoring

Air pollution
monitoring at 3
locations

Air, water and
noise pollution at
30 locations

Sewage
operations

-

Dynamic energy
modelling for
optimizing energy
consumption

Water supply

Mechanical
metering,
SCADA upto
ESR

Smart metering,
leakage detection,
quality monitoring,
energy and
hyrdaulic
modelling

Traffic
Management

Conventional
signals

Surveillance
-

2

Target

Communication

Telecommunicatio
n

-

IT network

-

INR 194.1 crores

2020

Auto-synchronous
signalling
CCTV at all key
public places
Wireless, PRI and INR 40 crores
EPBAX enabled

2021

City-wide roll-out
of OFC

3

Response

Health monitoring

-

WHO's
UrbanHEART
adopted

Service Level
Benchmarking

-

Institutionalized
for reliable and
periodic reporting

Central control and disaster
management

Command and
control center
commissioned

Cross-department ERP module
al data sharing
and separate
and use of GIS in
GIS database
operations and ass
et management

Integrated
GIS-enabled ERP
platform

Public
Broadcasting

Auditorium control
and broadcasting
facility
commissioned

-

INR 148 crores

2021
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S
.
N
o

4

5

6

Table 5

Activity/component

Indicator

Baseline
(as on)

Target

Resources
required

Likely date
of
completion

Outdoor and Transit

Inclusive access
to municipal
services, e-health
records and
transit

Health card,
mobile app and
website

One
multi-purpose
smart card along
with 120
municipal kiosks,
city-wide public
wifi

INR 121 crores

2020

Public e-toilets

-

100 public
e-toilets

Smart address

-

Unique, intuitive
and geo-tagged
address' for all
property

Parking

-

Regulation of
on-street parking
through smart
sensors, etc.

E-learning in
schools

-

154 municipal
schools

INR 14 crores

2019

Student health
monitoring

-

50 thousand
municipal school
students

Online municipal
patient health
records

Health-card
usable at one
hospital

Card access to all
municipal
hospitals and
online portal as
well.

ITIs

-

Modernized for
tech-related skill
development

INR 12 crores

2021

Start-ups

-

Promoted
through
incubation
centers

Shops,
establishments
and hawkers

-

Smart
establishment
licenses provided

Social Development

Economic Development
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32. SCENARIOS
Using information from Table 5, describe the critical milestones, realistic timelines and sequencing of
efforts and events that you are projecting as the short -, medium- and long-t erm scenarios for your
smart city. If nec essary, include PERT and CPM charts in Annexure 3. (max. 500 words)

Short-Term (2018)
- 4 playgrounds developed
- Area under flyover beautified
- Drainage improved
- 4km sewerage network improved
- Water recycling from STP
- 10% energy through solar
- Municipal hospital modernized
- 30 air, water and noise pollution monitoring systems installed
- Live energy-modelling of sewerage ops.
- WHO’s UrbanHEART adopted
Medium-Term (2019)
- 62 km of urban designed streets, with universally accessible streets
- 7 major and 9 minor junctions improved
- 9 BRTS and 50 city bus stops modernized with improved pedestrian access
- Regulated on-street parking
- 26km of over-head cables shifted underground
- 6 major parks developed
- Community-level composting & rain-water harvesting
- Sport facility and 3 schools modernized
- Hawking zones developed
- 30 public e-toilets commissioned
- Vegetable market modernized
- Modernized water utility for flow metering, leakage detection & quality monitoring
- Telecommunication enabled
- Reliable reporting of SLBs
- Smart cards and 120 kiosks commissioned
- Bicycle sharing initiated
- One Transit App rolled out
- Modern skill development avenues available
- Start-ups promoted through incubation centers
- E-learning in 154 schools
- Health monitoring of 50 thousand students
Long-Term (2021)
- Modernized bus station at Pimpri
- Intelligent traffic management
- Smart street-lighting
- City-wide surveillance
- City-wide roll-out of public e-toilets
- City-wide public wifi
- Smart address’ allotted
- On-street & off-street smart parking
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- PCMC OFC rolled out
- Command and control center
- GIS-enabled ERP platform
- Auditorium control and broadcasting facility
- Smart establishment licenses issued
(Refer Annexure 3.15: Implementation Plan)

33. SPV
The SPV is a critical institution for t he implementation of the P roposal. Describe the SPV you propose
to create in your city, with details of its composition and structure, leadership and governanc e, and
holding pattern. Based on your responses in Table 6 describe how you envision the SPV to fulfill the
role set out in the Mission Guidelines. (max. 500 words)

S. No.

Table 6
(CHECKLIST: supporting documents for 1-7 must be submitted in Annexure 4)
Acti vity

Ye s/No

1.

Resolution of the Corporation/Council approving Smart City Plan including
Financial Plan.

2.

Resolution of the Corporation/Council for setting up Special Purpose Vehicle.

3.

Agreement/s with Para Statal Bodies, Boards existing in the City for
implementing the full scope of the SCP and sustaining the pan-city and areabased developments.

4.

Preliminary human resource plan for the SPV.

Yes

5.

Institutional arrangement for operationalisation of the SPV.

Yes

6.

If any other SPV is operational in the City, the institutional arrangement with
the existing SPV

7.

Additional document/s as appropriate

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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The Government of Maharashtra through a G.R. No. SmartC-2016/CR1503/UD-23
issued on 9th January, 2017 approved the formation of the Smart City SPV for PCMC.
The GR prescribes 15 directors with the Principal Secretary (Urban Development
Department, GoM) as the chairman. Directors representing PCMC shall include
Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Chairman of the Standing Committee, Leader of the House,
Leader of Opposition and two corporators for parties otherwise not represented in the
SPV. Director representing the State Government include Divisional Commissioner of
Pune Division, the Police Commissioner for Pune Region and the Chairman/ General
Manager of PMPML - the city bus undertaking. Further, there shall be a Director
representing the Government of India, the Municipal Commissioner of PCMC, a
full-time CEO and 2 independent directors. The share-holding structure shall be 50:50
between the State Government and PCMC.
The SPV shall be further staffed through officers on deputation or through competent
personnel hired from the open market for the positions of Chief Financial Officer, Chief
Information and Operations Officer, Company Secretary, Chief of Public Relations,
Chief of Engineering and Chief of Urban Planning & Design.
It is proposed that the SPV function through an Executive Committee which shall be
supported in turn by an Advisory Committee. The Executive Committee shall comprise
of the Chairman, the Municipal Commissioner, the CEO of the SPV and the CFO of
the SPV. The Advisory Committee in turn shall consist of senior sector experts,
academicians, representatives of civil society organizations, etc.
The SPV shall also be supported through a Smart City Programme Management Unit
which shall assist in the preparation of the business plan, track project progress and
assist in reporting to MoUD. This unit shall also develop conceptual plans for each of
the areas of investment and assist in identifying sector-specific consultants who can
develop detailed project report and finally assist in procurement of contractors to
execute the project.
The SPV shall undertake regular citizen feedback drives and enable citizen feedback
mechanisms for the smart city projects in the smart kiosks and mobile applications.
Through the feedback from the citizens and through regular technical surveys the SPV
shall gauge the success of the projects. The learnings from the projects shall be
documented to create a knowledge bank and to produce set of guidelines which can
be used replicate the success'.
(Refer Annexure 3.16: Structure of SPV and Refer Annexure 3.17: Stakeholder
Relationships)
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34. CONVERGENCE
In Table 7, give details of the government (Central, state/ULB) departments, parastatal organizations
and public agencies who will be involved with the time-bound execution of each of the project
activities/components (both area-based and pan-city) you have identified. (In Annexure 3, include a
flowchart showing the network/relationships that the SPV will form with government and nongovernment agencies, and indicating the nature of connection with each entity.) (max. 50 words per
cell)
S.No

Acti vity/ Component

1

Connected Streets

TABLE 7
Department/agency/
organization
PCMC, Traffic Police,
MSEDCL

Role/responsibility
PCMC shall undertake the
necessary capital works.
Traffic Police shall provide
assistance in managing traffic
diversion during the execution
phase, and assist in enforcing
on-street parking regulations.
PMPMPL shall advise on bus
stop improvements and operate
the bus stops.
MSEDCL shall advise on
shifting over-head cables
underground.

2

Connected Greens

PCMC

PCMC shall undertake the
necessary capital works and
also be responsible for the
maintenance of the open
spaces developed.

3

Connected Systems

PCMC, MSEDCL

PCMC shall be responsible for
undertaking all capital works
and also be responsible for the
maintenance of drainage,
sewage, water and waste
disposal.
MSEDCL shall advice on the
solar roofing and permit
net-metering to supply surplus
power to the grid.
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TABLE 7
Department/agency/
organization

S.No

Acti vity/ Component

Role/responsibility

4

Connected People

PCMC

PCMC shall undertake all
capital works and also be
responsible for all operations
and maintenance of the
facilities.

5

Intelligence (Live Data Capture)

PCMC, MPCB, IMD, Traffic
Police, Police

PCMC shall undertake all the
capital works and be
responsible for operation and
maintenance.
MPCB shall advice on water
monitoring systems, IMD shall
advice on air monitoring
systems.
Traffic police shall advice on
adaptive signalling and noise
measurement.
Police shall advice on CCTV
surveillance.

6

Communication

PCMC, Department of
Information Technology
(GoM)

PCMC shall undertake capital
works and be responsible for
operation and maintenance.
DIT-GoM shall be consulted on
the laying of the OFC.

7

Response

PCMC, Police, Traffic Police PCMC shall undertake all
capital works and O&M.
Traffic Police advise and make
use of the traffic violation
detection system.
Police shall advice and make
use of video analytics for
improving city security
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S.No

Acti vity/ Component

8

Outdoor Package

TABLE 7
Department/agency/
organization
PCMC, DIT-GoM

Role/responsibility
PCMC shall undertake the
capital works, operations and
maintenance.
DIT-GoM shall be consulted in
the provision of public wifi.

9

Transit Package

PCMC, PMPML, Central
Railways

PCMC shall undertake the
capital works, operations and
maintenance.
PMPMPL and Central Railways
shall be consulting in the design
of the OneTransit App to allow
for data feed on buses and
trains.

10

Business & Employment Package

PCMC, Directorate of
Vocational Education &
Training

PCMC shall undertake all
capital expenditure.
PCMC shall consult with the
Directorate of Vocational
Education & Training in
modernizing the ITIs.

11

Social Package

PCMC

PCMC shall undertake the
capital works, operations and
maintenance.
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35. PPP
In Table 8, give details of all the private companies/corporations/organizations that need to be
engaged with the execution and operations

&maintenance of the

various

activities

and

componentsenvisaged in this proposal, along with a description of their roles and responsibilities as
basic TORs. Use appropriate terms such as ‘vendor’, ‘concessionaire’, ‘JV partner’, etc. (max. 50
words per cell)
S.
No

1

2

3

Acti vity/ Component
Connected Streets

Connected Greens

Connected Systems

TABLE 8
Company/corporation/
organization

Role/responsibility
(basi c TOR)

Contractor

Carrying out street-scaping,
junctions improvement,
accessibility improvements at
bus stops, develop multi-modal
integration and shift overhead
cables underground, install
smart parking systems.

Concessionaire

Operate and maintain the
on-street parking systems

Developer

Re-develop the Pimpri Bus
Station

Design Firm

Design the open space
master-plans

Contractor

Development of open spaces

NGOs

Adopt and maintain the open
spaces

Contractor

Construction of storm water
drainage, sewerage line, waste
water recycling facility, solar
roof-top, rainwater harvesting
system, install composting
machines.

Vendor

Deliver mechanical composting
machines and undertake AMC
for the same
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S.
No

4

5

Acti vity/ Component
Connected People

Intelligence (Live Data Capture)

TABLE 8
Company/corporation/
organization

Role/responsibility
(basi c TOR)

Contractor

Development of sports facilities,
delineation of hawking zone,
retrofit of hospital, installation of
e-toilets, development of
vegetable market

Vendor

Delivery and AMC for public
e-toilets; e-learning equipment

Vendor

Delivery and AMC for smart
meters, leak co-relators, quality
monitoring sensors,
micro-controller signals, SCADA
for street-lighting, smart cards
for establishment licensing,
environmental monitoring
devices, CCTV surveillance
cameras, etc.

Consultants

Development of hydraulic and
energy models for water and
sewage; traffic
auto-synchronization model, etc

6

Communication

Contractor

Laying of OFC across the city
and undertaking AMC.

7

Response

Vendor

Development and AMC for
command & control center,
GIS-enabled ERP platform, IT
infrastructure, etc.

Consultant

Developing and providing
hand-holding for the integrated
system, traffic e-challan
generation module, SLB
module, UrbanHEART module,
video analytics, etc.
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S.
No

8

9

10

11

Acti vity/ Component
Outdoor package

Transit package

Business and Employment pakcage

Social Development package

TABLE 8
Company/corporation/
organization

Role/responsibility
(basi c TOR)

Vendor

Delivery and AMC for smart
kiosks, smart card, public
e-toilets, etc.

Contractor

Installation and AMC for kiosks,
public e-toilets, Wifi, etc.

Vendor

Delivery and AMC of smart
parking systems, bicycles, etc.

Contractor

Installation of smart parking
systems and bicycle sharing
hubs

Consultant

Preparation of parking and
cycling master-plan

Software Developer

Development and hand-holding
for One Transit App.

Vendor

Delivery and AMC of
computers, terminals, etc.

Contractor

Refurbishing of ITIs and offices
for incubation centers

Vendor

Delivery and AMC of e-learning
equipment

Software Developer

Development and hand-holding
for student health MIS and
e-learning systems, online
patient services, etc.
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36. STAKEHOLDER ROLES
Attach one A-4 sheet (part of 'Annexure 3'), containing an organogram showing the relations hips:
a) MPs, MLAs, MLCs.
b) Mayors, Councilors, other elected representatives.
c) Divisional Commissioner
d) Collector
e) Municipal Commissioner
f) Chief Executive of the Urban Development Authority/ Parastatal
g) Consultant (S elect from empanelled list)
h) Handholding Organisation (Select from following list: World Bank, ADB, JICA, US TDA, AFD, KfW,
DFID, UN Habitat, UNIDO, Other)
i) Vendors, PPP Partners, Financiers
j) Others, (eg. community representatives) as appropriate to your city
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E. FINANCIAL PLAN
The development of bankable proposals will be a key success factor in the Smart City Mission. In order to
arrange appropriate amounts and types of funding and financing for your SCP, you must keep financial
considerations always in mind while preparing your overall strategy and the pan-city and area-based
proposals. It is anticipated that innovative means of funding and financing the projects will be necessary. For
this purpose, you must evaluate the capacity of the ULB and the SPV to undertake self-funded development
projects, the availability of funds from other government schemes that will converge in your S CP (refer
Questions 13 and 26), and the finance that can be rais ed from the financial market.

37. ITEMISED COSTS
What is the total project cost of your Smart City Proposal (SCP )? Describe in detail t he costs for each
of the activities/components identified in Questions 31. (Describe in Max. 300 words)

The total Capital expenditure (inclusive of consulting fees) for projects identified in the
Smart City Proposal is Rs.1149.2 Cr. The cost for ABD projects is Rs.565.4 Cr. and
pan-city solutions is Rs.529.1 Cr. Consulting cost for the projects is assumed to be 5% of
project cost which amounts to Rs.54.7 Cr. A broad break-up of the ABD and pan-city
solution costs have been mentioned below --------> Area Based Development <-------A1 Connected Streets --------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.361.6 cr.
A2 Connected Parks ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.92.8 cr.
A3 Connected Systems ------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.58 cr.
A4 Connected People --------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.53 cr.

--------> Pan-city solution <-------P1 Intelligence (Live Data capture) ---------------------------------------------------- Rs.194.1 cr.
P2 Communication ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.40 cr.
P3 Response -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.148 cr.
P4 Outdoor Package ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.54 cr.
P5 Transit Package ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Rs.67 cr.
P6 Business & Employment Package ------------------------------------------------- Rs.12 cr.
P7 Social Package -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.14 cr.

(Refer Annexure 3.18: SCP Finance for a detailed cost estimate of the above projects)
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38. RESOURCES PLAN
Describe the financing sources, the own-sources of income, the financial schemes of the Cent ral or
State governments for which your city/SPV is eligible, which can be used to fund the S CP proposals
and pay back loans. Briefly describe an action-plan for resource improvement to make the ULB
financially self-s ustaining. (max. 1500 words)

The projects identified in this proposal have been carefully curated to address the needs
of the city and citizens in a cost effective manner. This can be accredited to the relatively
high expenditure on technologically enabled pan-city solutions which ensure large impact
at a low cost. The total cost of Pimpri-Chinchwad’s Smart Cities initiatives is Rs.1149.2
crores (refer to question no. 37) which ensures that most of the funds required including
the Revenue Expenditure of Rs.26.2 crores. can be met by the Grant and Equity
contributions under the Smart Cities Mission. Hence, financial risks for these projects
have nearly been eliminated.
Pimpri Chinchwad’s Smart City initiatives will be funded by three different funding
mechanisms as mentioned below –
A] Smart Cities Grant – Rs.490 cr. or approx. 41.7% of project cost
Grant funding amounting to Rs.490 Cr. will be contributed under the Smart Cities Mission
by the Government of India (GoI)
B] Equity contribution - Rs.500 cr. or approx. 42.5% of project cost
Under the Smart Cities Mission PCMC and the Government of Maharashtra will make a
matching equity contribution of Rs.250 cr. each over a 5 year period
C] Convergence – Rs.3.2 cr. or approx. 0.3% of project cost
Under the Swacch Bharat Mission, PCMC is expected to receive Rs.3.2 cr. for the
installation of e-toilets. This project will be converged with the 'Outdoor package' pan-city
solution proposed in the SCP.
Further, various projects proposed under different National and State Missions will
complement the projects proposed under the Smart Cities Mission and thereby provide
greater value to city and its citizens. These are as follows –
--> AMRUT & JNNURM
- A water supply augmentation project to provide continuous water supply for 40% of
PCMC’s area costing Rs.143.17 Cr. has been initiated under JNNURM. Similarly, a
240.46 Cr. project to cover the remaining 60% (including ABD) has been sanctioned
under AMRUT. These projects will be integrated with the proposed ‘Smart Water Supply’
project
--> Swachh Bharat
- A project costing Rs.14.1 cr. to construct 8836 Individual Household Latrines across the
city has been initiated. 52 such toilets will be part of the ABD area and it will further
complement the proposed e-toilets (pan-city solution)
- A waste to energy plant costing Rs.166.9 cr. has been proposed. Further, a project for
implementation of I.T. based solutions in Solid Waste Management has also been
initiated. Hence, these initiatives in SWM once coupled with the proposed ‘Smart
utilites’ (refer to Q no. 20) will enhance PCMC’s service delivery of all basic services
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D] Additional Capital infusion by PCMC – Rs.182.2 cr. or 15.5% of project cost
PCMC being one of the richest Corporations in Maharashtra, has a very robust financial
base. The Corporation is expected generate a cumulative Surplus of Rs.3486.9 crores in
the Mission years i.e. 2018-19 to 2022-23 after accounting for all revenue and capital
expenditures including its equity contribution under the Smart Cities Mission.
Hence, without requiring to raise additional capital, PCMC will easily be able to meet the
SPV's deficit in funding and contribute the balance Rs.182.2 cr. over the aforementioned
5 year period
Additionally, revenue enhancement measures proposed by PCMC and increases in
revenue generated as an outcome of implementation of Smart City projects will further
strengthen its financial base. These include --> Reforms in Property Tax
A tender for implementation of a GIS based property tax system has been floated by
PCMC. Once implemented, this system will provide a realistic picture of all properties
under assessment. It will further, increase the coverage of units under assessment
thereby increasing property tax collections. It is estimated that this measure will increase
property tax collections from Rs.2175.6 cr. to Rs.2728.3 cr. during the period 2018-19 to
2022-23, an increase of Rs.552.6 cr.
--> Reforms in Water Charges
PCMC has proposed to augment water charge rates. This will further enable PCMC to
increase their water charge collections. It is estimated that these collections will increase
from Rs.332.5 cr. to Rs.263.5 cr. during the period 2018-19 to 2022-23, and increase of
Rs.69 cr.
If the above measures are successfully implemented PCMC, can expect to generate an
additional revenue of Rs.621.7 cr. over the above mentioned 5 year period which will
further result in a surplus of Rs.4189.6 cr. after accounting for all revenue and capital
expenditures including its equity contribution under the Smart Cities Mission. Hence,
PCMC can comfortably infuse the additional capital requirement
--> Additional revenue through implementation of SCP
Further, implementation of certain projects in the SCP will create new avenues for PCMC
to generate revenue. Certain projects will also enable PCMC to improve operational
efficiency and thereby minimize PCMC's revenue expenditures. These projects are Projects that will enhance revenue
1) BRTS stops and Bus stops Improvement - Advertising revenue through
advertisements at bus stops
2) Solar power generation - Compensation for the electricity sold
3) Installation of public e-toilets - Fees collected from users of e-toilets
4) Smart parking and MLCP's - Parking charges collected for on-street parking and
parking at multi-level car parks
5) Bicycle sharing - Charges collected from users of the bicycle sharing service
Projects that will improve operational efficiency
1) GIS enabled ERP & Service Level Benchmarking initiative - Will enable generation of
superior quality data and thereby enhance decision making. This will further improve
administrative and operational efficiency of services.
Continue on next page
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E] Soft loan from PCMC – Rs.175.8 cr. at 0% interest
During the first 2 years, the SPV’s CAPEX requirements will be higher than the amount
proposed to be received through the above mentioned funding mechanisms. This gap
will be funded by a soft loan (0% interest) provided by PCMC in order to allow the SPV
to fund its immediate CAPEX and revenue expenditure. The loan is proposed to be
repaid by the SPV over the course of 5 years by utilizing the grant funding and equity
contributions under the Mission.
(Refer Annexure 3.18: SCP Finance)
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39. COSTS
What is the lifetime cost estimated for your area-based development and your pan-city solution/s? A dd
O&M costs wherever applicable. (max 500 words)

Based on the implementation plan, O&M costs are scheduled to become payable from
Year 2019-20. The O&M costs have been projected for 12 years, that is till Year 2030-31
and have been assessed using a 6% escalation rate per year. The life-cycle cost
(CAPEX + O&M) estimated for projects identified in this proposal is Rs.1819.1 cr. The
total O&M cost is estimated to be Rs.724.6 cr.

-------> Area Based Development <-------The life-cycle cost estimated for the area-based development for the period of
projections is Rs.1087.7 Cr. The O&M cost is estimated to be Rs.522.3 Cr. The breakup
for the same has been provided below

A1 Connected Streets --------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.310.8 cr.
A2 Connected Parks ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.142.3 cr.
A3 Connected Systems ------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.16.2 cr.
A4 Connected People --------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.53 cr.

--------> Pan-city solution <-------The life-cycle cost estimated for the pan-city solutions for the period of projections is
Rs.731.4 Cr. The O&M costs is estimated to be Rs.202.3 Cr. The breakup for the same
has been provided below

P1 Intelligence (Live Data capture) ---------------------------------------------------- Rs.53.7 cr.
P2 Communication ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.9.9 cr.
P3 Response -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.34.7 cr.
P4 Outdoor Package ---------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.65 cr.
P5 Transit Package ------------------------------------------------------------------------ Rs.25 cr.
P6 Business & Employment Package ------------------------------------------------- Rs.3.5 cr.
P7 Social Package -------------------------------------------------------------------------- Rs.10.5 cr.

(Refer Annexure 3.19: SCP Finance for a detailed O&M cost estimate of the above
projects)
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40. REVENUE AND PAY-BACK
How will the area based development and the pan-city smart solutions(s) of your city be financed? If
you plan to seek loans or issue bonds, what revenue sources will be used to pay back the loans ?
(max. 250 words)

The Total Cost of Smart City Projects + Revenue Expenditure outlay required to fund
Pimpri Chinchwad’s Smart City projects is Rs.1175.4 cr. (Rs.1149.2 cr. + Rs.26.2 cr.)
The plan formulated to fund this is as follows –
A] Smart Cities Grant - Rs.490 cr. or approx. 41.7% of project cost
B] Equity Contributions - Rs.500 cr. or approx. 42.5% of project cost
C] Additional Capital Infusion - Rs.182.2 cr. or approx. 15.5% of project cost
D] Convergence - Rs.3.2 cr. or approx. 0.3% of project cost
Even though the SPV’s project costs are solely being met from the sources identified
above, it will be required to borrow funds in the short term. This is because, the
expenses in the first two years will be higher (refer Annexure 3.18: SCP Finance) than
the amount proposed to be received.
In order to fund this short term deficit, the SPV will raise a soft loan (0% interest) from
PCMC to meet its immediate CAPEX and Revenue Expenditure. The loan will be repaid
by the SPV from year 3 onwards in installments of Rs.50.4 cr. (in year 3) and Rs.125.4
cr. (in Year 4) by utilizing the grant funding and equity contributions under the Mission.
PCMC is one of the most financially sound ULBs in the country and is expected to
generate Rs.3486.9 cr. in the Mission years (2018-19 to 2022-23) without considering
revenue augmentation measures. Hence, PCMC is self-sufficient to contribute the
required funds including the soft loan without having to raise money from the market
through loans or bonds.
In the rare case in which PCMC chooses to raise money from the market, it will be
eligible to receive these funds at a highly favorable rate as it boasts a credit rating score
of CRISIL AA-.
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41. RECOVERY OF O&M
What

is your plan for covering the Operations

&

Maintenance costs

for each of the

activities/components identified in Questions 31? (max. 1000 words)

The SPV formulated will not be responsible for bearing any of the O&M costs for the
projects identified in the SCP. These costs will primarily be fulfilled by the following
modes 1) PCMC and Parastatal or Government agencies
2) Revenue sharing models with private operators
3) Direct agreement with citizen groups and NGO's
4) Annual Maintenance Contracts (AMC) built into the project cost
The total estimated O&M cost over a 12 year period (2019-20 to 2030-31) for the
projects identified in this proposal is Rs.724.6 cr. Out of this Rs. 566.4 cr. will be
provided by PCMC, Rs.10.5 cr. is expected to be funded by other Government agencies,
a revenue sharing model with private operators will fulfill Rs.52.7 cr., Rs.2.7 cr. will be
taken care of by NGO's and citizens groups, and Rs.92.5 cr. has already been built into
the project cost and will be undertaken by the appointed vendor / contractor
1) The O&M costs for all projects which involve the development of infrastructure for the
provision of basic services will be borne by PCMC or other Government agencies as part
of their daily cost on operations. These projects are
- Street-scaping
- Junction Improvement
- Accessibility Improvements to BRTS stations
- Multi-modal integration at Kasarvadi Railway, BRTS and Metro Stations
- TOD at Pimple Gurav Bus Station
- Shifting electric cables underground
- Major Parks Redevelopment
- Playground Improvement
- Urban forestry
- Beautification of space under flyover
- Storm water drainage development
- Sewerage network Improvement
- Recycling of waste water
- Solar power generation
- Refurbishment of sports and educational facilities
- Hawking zone development
- Retrofitting municipal hospital
- Development of vegetable market
- Smart Street-lighting
- Environmental Monitoring
- City Surveillance
- Optical Fiber Cabling
- Telecommunication systems
- Command & Control Center
- Auditorium Control and Broadcasting Facility
- Skill development Centers
- Establishment Licensing
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- Municipal e-Classrooms
- School Health Monitoring
2) The O&M costs for all projects which have the potential to generate revenue will be
borne by private operators, who will further, enter into a revenue sharing model with
PCMC. These projects are
- Parking management
- Installation of public e-toilets for ABD & Pan-city
- Smart Parking including Multi level car Parks
- Bicycle Sharing
- Start-Up Incubation Centers
3) The O&M costs for all projects which involve community participation will be borne by
citizen groups / NGO's. These projects are
- Community level composting
- Community level rainwater harvesting
4) The O&M costs for all projects that have a substantial technological component and
require unique technical know-how for O&M activities, has been built into the project
cost. These projects are
- Smart water Supply
- Smart Sewerage
- Smart Traffic management
- GIS-enabled Enterprise Resource Planning
- Municipal Service level Benchmarking
- UrbanHEART Benchmarking
- Smart Kiosks
- Public WiFi Hotspots
- Unique Smart Addressing
- One Transit App

The investment capacity of PCMC, existing commitments towards ongoing projects and
O&M cost implications on the finances of PCMC have thoroughly been assessed before
shortlisting the above mentioned projects. Based on this assessment it was found that
PCMC will comfortably be able to meet the required O&M costs that have been
assigned to thereof.

(Refer Annexure 3.19 SCP Financing for further details on O&M costs)
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42. FINANCIAL TIMELINE
What is the financial timeline for your smart city agenda? Describe the milestones and target dates
related to fund flows, payback commitments, etc. that must be adhered to for the proposal to achieve
the vision set out in Table 5 (question 31)? (max. 1 page: A4 size)

Time frame

Milestone towards availability of funds

CAPEX & Loan Repayment

Q1 2018-19

- First tranche of Smart city funds from Government of India
CAPEX - Rs.494.3 crores
amounting to Rs.196cr.
- Matching equity contribution by GoM and PCMC of Rs.75 cr. each Consulting fees Rs.21.9 crores
- Additional capital infusion by PCMC of Rs. 91.1 cr.
- Interest free loan from PCMC of Rs.84 cr.
Total receivables - Rs.521.1 crores

Q1 2019-20

- GoI contribution under the Smart City Mission of Rs.98 cr.
CAPEX - Rs.415.1 crores
- Matching equity contribution by GoM and PCMC of Rs.75 cr. each
- Additional capital infusion by PCMC of Rs. 91.1 cr.
Consulting fees Rs.13.7 crores
- Interest free loan from PCMC of Rs.91.8 cr.
- Contribution of GoI under the Swachh Bharat Mission of Rs.3.2 cr.
Total receivables - Rs.434.1 crores

Q1 2020-21

- GoI contribution under the Smart City Mission of Rs.98 cr.
CAPEX - Rs.134.1 crores
- Matching equity contribution by GoM and PCMC of Rs.50 cr. each
Consulting fees Rs.8.2 crores
Total receivable - Rs.198 crores
Loan Repayment - Rs.50.4
crores

Q1 2021-22

- GoI contribution under the Smart City Mission of Rs.98 cr.
CAPEX - Rs.51.1 crores
- Matching equity contribution by GoM and PCMC of Rs.50 cr. each
Consulting fees Rs.5.5 crores
Total receivable - Rs.198 crores
Loan Repayment - Rs.125.4
crores

Q1 2022-23

Consulting fees Rs.5.5 crores

--------(Refer Annexure 3.18 SCP Finance for more details)---------
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43. FALL-BACK PLAN
What is your plan for mitigating financial risk? Do you have any alternatives or fall-back plans if t he
financial assumptions do not hold? (max. 250 words)

The projects proposed in PCMC’s SCP are highly cost effective, which further ensures
that the Smart City Grant covers most of the expenditure requirements for the projects and
there is very low dependence on funding from external sources. Hence, PCMC’s SCP
carries very low financial risk.
Funding from convergence with other Missions accounts for only 0.3% of total project cost
or 3.2 crore. Hence, even if there is a delay in receiving these funds, there will be a very
small impact on the implementation of the smart city projects.
Assuming Central Government's grant and State Government's equity contributions are
received on time, then this only leaves a risk of PCMC not being able to fulfill their
contribution of Rs.432.2 crore (Rs.250 crore equity contribution under the Smart Cities
Mission + Rs.182.2 crore additional capital infusion). However, it is very unlikely that
PCMC will not be able to meet its obligation under this Mission as it one of the richest
ULB’s in the country with a very strong financial base and is expected to generate a
surplus of Rs.3817.9 cr. (before SCM contributions) in the Mission period (2018-19 to
2022-23). In order to build upon this strong base, PCMC, has planned a few revenue
augmentation measures, which if implemented will result in a surplus of Rs.4439.6 cr.
(before SCM contributions) for the same period. Even if 50% of this is materialized i.e.
2219.8 cr., PCMC still remains in strong a position to fund its contribution of Rs.432.2 cr.
Further, implementation of certain projects identified in the SCP (as mentioned in Q.38)
will strengthen its revenue base and improve upon its administrative and operational
efficiency.
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ANNEXURE 1
S. No

Feature

Definition

1.

Citizen participation

A smart city constantly adapts its strategies incorporating views of its
citizens to bring maximum benefit for all. (Guideline 3.1.6)

2.

Identity and culture

A Smart City has a unique identity, which distinguishes it from all
other cities, based on some key aspect: its location or climate; its
leading industry, its cultural heritage, its local culture or cuisine, or
other factors. This identity allows an easy answer to the question
"Why in this city and not somewhere else?" A Smart City celebrat es
and promotes its unique identity and culture. (Guideline 3.1.7)

3.

Economy and
employment

A smart city has a robust and resilient economic base and growth
strategy that creates large-scale employment and increases
opportunities for the majority of its citizens.
(Guideline 2.6 & 3.1.7 & 6.2)

4.

Healt h

A Smart City provides access to healthcare for all its citizens.
(Guideline 2.5.10)

5.

Education

A Smart City offers schooling and educational opportunities for all
children in the city (Guideline 2.5.10)

6.

Mixed use

A Smart City has different kinds of land uses in the same places;
such as offices, housing, and shops, clustered together.
(Guidelines 3.1.2 and 3.1.2)

Compactness

A Smart City encourages development to be compact and dense,
where buildings are ideally within a 10-minute walk of public
transportation and are loc ated close together to form concent rated
neighborhoods and cent ers of activity around commerce and
services. (Guidelines 2.3 and 5.2)

8.

Open spaces

A Smart City has sufficient and usable public open spaces, many of
which are green, that promote exercise and outdoor recreation for all
age groups. Public open spac es of a range of sizes are dispersed
throughout the City so all citizens can have access. (Guidelines 3.1.4
& 6.2)

9.

Housing and
inclusiveness

A Smart City has sufficient housing for all income groups and
promotes integration among social groups. (Guidelines 3.1.2)

10.

Transportation &
Mobility

A Smart City does not require an automobile to get around;
distances are short, buildings are accessible from the sidewalk, and
transit options are plentiful and attractive to people of all income
levels. (Guidelines 3.1.5 & 6.2)

11.

Walkable

A Smart City’s roads are designed equally for pedestrians, cyclists
and vehicles; and road safety and sidewalks are paramount to street
design. Traffic signals are sufficient and traffic rules are enforced.
Shops, restaurants, building entrances and trees line the sidewalk to
encourage walking and there is ample lighting so the pedestrian
feels safe day and night. (Guidelines 3.1.3 & 6.2)

12.

IT connectivity

A Smart City has a robust internet network allowing high-speed
connections to all offices and dwellings as desired. (Guideline 6.2)

7.
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13.

Intelligent government
services

A Smart City enables easy interaction (including through online and
telephone servic es) with its citizens, eliminating delays and
frustrations in interactions with government. (Guidelines 2.4.7 &
3.1.6 & 5.1.4 & 6.2)

14.

Energy supply

A Smart City has reliable, 24/7 electricity supply with no delays in
requested hookups. (Guideline 2.4)

15.

Energy source

A Smart City has at least 10% of its electricity generated by
renewables. (Guideline 6.2)

16.

Water supply

A Smart City has a reliable, 24/ 7 supply of wat er that meets national
and global health standards. (Guidelines 2.4 & 6.2)

17.

Waste water
management

A Smart City has advanced water management programs, including
wastewater recycling, smart meters, rainwater harvesting, and green
infrastructure to manage storm wat er runoff. (Guideline 6.2)

18.

Water quality

A Smart City treats all of its sewage to prevent the polluting of water
bodies and aquifers. (Guideline 2.4)

19.

Air quality

A Smart City has air quality that always meets international safety
standards. (Guideline 2.4.8)

20.

Energy efficiency

A Smart City promotes state-of-the-art energy efficiency practices in
buildings, street lights, and transit systems. (Guideline 6.2)

21.

Underground electric
wiring

A Smart City has an underground electric wiring system to reduce
blackouts due to storms and eliminate unsightliness. (Guideline 6.2)

Sanitation

A Smart City has no open defecation, and a full supply of toilets
based on the population. (Guidelines 2.4.3 & 6.2)

22.

23.

Waste management

A Smart City has a waste management system that removes
household and commercial garbage, and disposes of it in an
environmentally and economically sound manner. (Guidelines 2.4. 3
& 6.2)

24.

Safety

A Smart City has high levels of public safety, especially focused on
women, children and the elderly; men and women of all ages feel
safe on the streets at all hours. (Guideline 6.2)
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ANNEXURE 2
Self-Asse ssment Form
Attach self-a sse ssment format given in supplementary template (Excel sheet),
with columns I-L duly filled
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ANNEXURE 3
Twenty sheets ( A-4 and A-3) of annexures, including
annexures mentioned in questions 32, 34, 36
S. No

Particulars



1

Vision

✔

2

City Profile

✔

3

Citizen Engagement - Strategy and Coverage

✔

4

Results of Citizen Engagement

✔

5

Area Based Development - Reconnecting Neighbourhoods

✔

6

City Base Map and Focus Area Profile

✔

7

Proposed Area Based Development

✔

8

Area Based Development - Reconnecting Streets

✔

9

Area Based Development - Reconnecting Streets

✔

10

Area Based Development - Reconnecting Greens

✔

11

Area Based Development - Reconnecting Systems

✔

12

Area Based Development - Reconnecting People

✔

13

Pan City Solutions - Objectives

✔

14

Pan City Solutions - Packages

✔

15

Implementation Plan

✔

16

Structure of SPV

✔

17

Stakeholders' Relationships

✔

18

SCP Finance

✔

19

SCP Finance

✔

20

-

✔
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ANNEXURE 4
(Supporting documents, such as government orders, council resolutions,
response to Question 33 may be annexed here)
S. No

Particulars



1

State High Powered Committee's approval

✔

2

Commissioner's covering letter

✔

3

Mayor's Approval for the SCP and the SPV to implement the SPV

✔

4

General Body approval towards participation in the Smart Cities Mission

✔

5

State government GR for fund release to PCMC under Swachh Bharat Mission

✔

6

State government GR for fund release under AMRUT

✔

7

Support letter: Central Institute of Road Transport

✔

8

Support letter: Pimpri Chinchwad New Town Development Authority

✔

9

Support letter: The Institution of Engineers (India)

✔

10

Support letter: NGO

✔

11

Support letters: Senior Citizens' Associations

✔

12

Support letters: Journalists and Media

✔

13

Support letter: Mahratta Chamber of Commerce

✔

14

Support letter: CREDAI

✔

15

Support letter: College of Engineering, Pune (COEP)

✔

16

Support letter: Human Rights Association of India

✔

17

DPR for WtE Plant proposed under Swachh Bharat Mission

✔

18

RfP for GIS-based Tree Management System

✔

19

PCMC's capacity building initiatives to enhance governance under CDIA

✔

20
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21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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